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About Us
Founded in 2014, Aperio Intelligence is a specialist, independent
corporate intelligence firm, headquartered in London. Collectively
our team has decades of experience in undertaking complex
investigations and intelligence analysis. We speak over twenty
languages inhouse, including all major European languages, as well
as Russian, Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Cantonese.
We have completed more than 3,000 assignments over the last
three years, involving some 150 territories. Our client base includes
a broad range of leading international financial institutions, law
firms and multinationals.

Our role is to help identify and understand financial
crime, integrity and reputational risks, which can arise
from a lack of knowledge of counterparties or local
jurisdictions, enabling our clients to make better
informed decisions.
Our due diligence practice helps clients comply with
anti-bribery and corruption, anti-money laundering and
other relevant financial crime legislation, such as
sanctions compliance, or the evaluation of tax evasion
or sanctions risks. Our services support the onboarding, periodic or retrospective review of clients or
third parties.
Our investigations practice advises clients in a wide
range of complex disputes and other contentious
matters, including complex cross-border asset tracing
claims, litigation support, internal investigations,
market intelligence, supply chain analysis and country
risk assessments.
Our team has specialist knowledge of and access to a
very broad range of public and proprietary data
sources, as well as a longstanding network of reliable,
informed local contacts, cultivated over decades,

who support us regularly in undertaking local enquiries
on a confidential and discreet basis. As a specialist
provider of corporate intelligence, we source
information and undertake research to the highest
legal and ethical standards. Our independence means
we avoid potential conflicts of interest that can affect
larger organisations.
We work on a “Client First” basis, founded on a strong
commitment to quality control, confidentiality and
respect for time constraints. We offer robust, costeffective solutions, providing our clients with work of
the highest quality at favourable rates.
Please do not hesitate to get in touch with us if you
would like to know more about Aperio’s services or
discuss how we might be able to help you:

Email info@aperio-intelligence.com or find out
more at: aperio-intelligence.com
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INTRODUCTION
Welcome to the June issue of the Financial Crime Digest. To receive the publication direct to your inbox every month,
please sign up here. We are currently developing an online platform, which provides more comprehensive coverage of
financial crime developments. If you would like more information please email info@aperiointelligence.com
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ENFORCEMENT AND LITIGATION

PwC fined £5m over audit failures in relation to
construction groups
by a 15 percent reduction and further discounted for
admissions to £3,038,750. In addition, PwC faces
non-financial sanctions, including a severe reprimand,
and a statement noting that the statutory audit
reports for the financial years (FY) 2018 and 2019 did
not meet the requirements.
In relation to the Kier audit failings, PwC was fined £2
million, and Hook received a £52,650 fine.
Mitigating factors include the “exceptional level of
cooperation during the investigation”, in addition to
the implementation of remedial measures and
agreement on liabilities at an early stage. Audit
partner Hook faces a financial sanction totaling
£150,000, reduced to £82,875 for cooperation, and
non-financial sanctions entailing a reprimand and a
The UK Financial Reporting Council (FRC) on 7 June

statement that the statutory audit reports for the

announced a final settlement decision notice and

financial years 2018 and 2019 did not meet

sanctions against PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

requirements, the FRC reports.

(PwC) and Jonathan Hook, audit partner, in relation
to audit work for construction groups Galliford Try

The Galliford 2020 annual report notes that following

Plc in 2018 and 2019 and Kier Group plc in 2017.

the FRC review of the financial statements,
management has set aside £9 million.

According to the FRC, at the time of the 2018 and
2019 Galliford audits, one of the major risks identified

A PwC representative expressed regret that the

consisted in the valuation of construction contracts.

company’s work was not at the required standards,

PwC and Hook have acknowledged breaches of the

adding that the firm has invested significantly in audit

requirements relating to the audit of revenues and

quality programmes designed to support the audit of

costs for a large complex construction contract, and

long-term contracts, according to The Guardian.

of requirements linked to the adequacy of the
company’s accounting treatment for revenues and

FRC press release (7 June 2022)

costs, the FRC reports.
FRC settlement notice (7 June 2022)

In relation to the Galliford audit, the FRC issued a
financial sanction amounting to £5.5 million, adjusted
4

The Guardian article (7 June 2022)
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Greece sues Novartis for €214m over “moral
damage” relating to bribery case
Assistant Attorney General Brian A.

epidemiological study in Novartis

Benczkowski said in a statement

AG’s books, records, and

at the time.

accounts”.

According to the Deferred

Additionally, Greek prosecutors

Prosecution Agreement (DPA),

have alleged that through the

Novartis Hellas admitted to

kickbacks, Novartis manipulated

Greek Minister of Health Thanos

engaging in a scheme to bribe

drug pricing in a scheme that cost

Plevris announced on 17 June

employees of state-owned and

the country approximately €3

that the Government is suing

state-controlled hospitals and

billion.

Novartis AG’s Greek subsidiary

clinics in Greece between 2012

Novartis Hellas S.A.C.I. for €214

and 2015 with the purpose of

Former head of the Corruption

million for “moral damage”

increasing the sale of Novartis-

Prosecution Eleni Touloupaki

suffered from “the actions that

branded pharmaceutical products,

investigated the case between its

the company itself has confessed

including prescription drug

commencement in 2016 until her

to the USA" relating to bribery of

Lucentis, through promotion at

removal in 2019. She has been

doctors to inflate the prices of its

medical events. Furthermore, it

accused by several politicians

pharmaceutical products.

admitted that between 2009 and

targeted by her investigation of

2010, it made “improper

establishing a criminal

The lawsuit comes two years after

payments” to healthcare providers

organisation and abuse of power.

the company, together with former

in relation to an epidemiological

“The investigated politicians, from

Novartis AG subsidiary Alcon Pte

study. Novartis Hellas also

the first moment they became part

Ltd, paid the US Department of

admitted that many participating

of our investigation into Novartis,

Justice (DOJ) and the US

healthcare providers “believed that

filed a series of lawsuits and

Securities and Exchange

they were being paid in exchange

disciplinary reports against us

Commission (SEC) $345 million to

for writing prescriptions of

while at the same time publicly

settle foreign bribery claims

Novartis products and not for

threatening that in the end, we

involving several countries

providing data as part of a clinical

would be held accountable for our

including Greece, Vietnam, South

study”.

investigation”, she stated during an
interview for Euractiv in May this

Korea and China. The
pharmaceuticals company

The DOJ noted that, in furtherance

"profited from bribes that induced

of both schemes, Novartis Hellas

medical professionals, hospitals,

“knowingly and willfully conspired

In February, Touloupaki was

and clinics to prescribe Novartis-

with others to cause Novartis AG

reportedly summoned by the

branded pharmaceuticals and use

to mischaracterize and falsely

investigator of the Greek Special

Alcon surgical products, and they

record improper payments related

Court for questioning in relation to

falsified their books and records to

to the international medical

alleged abuse of power in

conceal those bribes," DOJ

congresses and the

connection with the case. The

5

year.
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separate investigation targeting

the referral does not concern the

allegations already made by the

Touloupaki claims that there

Novartis case, but rather the

US prosecutors.

are indications that she actually

failure to send a complaint to the

cooperated with former minister of

Parliament of PASOK MPs in

In his 17 June statement, Plevris

justice Dimitris Papagelopoulos, in

which they denounced the former

also added that the state reserves

order to set up the so-called "fake

health minister Panagiotis

the right to claim any damage it

scandal" against ten political

Kouroumplis and the then deputy

has suffered with a further lawsuit

figures and to turn the

minister Andreas Xanthos

and is “clear that all sanctions will

investigation towards them

regarding non-invoicing of

be applied against Novartis for its

instead of focusing on the

medicine in 2015.

illegal practices”.

involvement of doctors.
On 1 July, media reported that the
Judicial Council of the Greek
Special Court referred Touloupaki
and Papagelopoulos to the Special
Court. However, it is reported that

On 15 May, Plevris first announced

Greek Ministry of Health state…

the Government’s intention to sue
Novartis. His latest statement only
mentions “doctors” as receivers of
bribes, and not public officials.

DOJ press statement (25 June…
Novartis DPA (23 June 2020)

Moreover, it concerns only

EY fined $100m for CPA ethics exams cheating
and misleading probe
The US Securities and Exchange

accountants can properly assess

The order notes that EY has taken

Commission (SEC) charged on 28

to what extent clients’ financial

steps to mitigate the risk of similar

June Ernst & Young LLP for

statements comply with Generally

conduct repeating, including

cheating on ethics exams

Accepted Accounting Principles.

actions resulting in the termination

required to obtain and maintain

of employees. The company is

Certified Public Accountant (CPA)

EY also admits that it made false

also required to assess the

licenses, and for omitting

statements about the issue while

adequacy of its quality controls

evidence of these facts from SEC

the firm was aware about potential

and policies relating to ethics and

investigators.

cheating on a CPA ethics exam,

to submit a report to the SEC

the SEC adds. Furthermore, the

highlighting steps aiming to

According to the SEC, EY

audit firm acknowledges that it did

ensure compliance with

acknowledges that for several

not address its omission of facts

professional standards in place.

years, a significant number of EY

even after it launched an internal

audit professionals cheated on the

probe. The SEC order highlights

EY acknowledged the facts and

ethics component of the CPA

the company’s failure to cooperate

agreed to pay a $100 million

exams and various professional

with the investigators in relation to

penalty, while the investigation

courses required to maintain CPA

its misleading statements.

continues.

licenses. This included courses
designed to ensure that

6

SEC press release (28 June 20…
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Lithuanian woman sentenced to eight years for
role in Danske Bank money laundering
administered the companies and

Financial Crime Digest about the

guaranteed that the firms had

company’s views on the case.

managers and could file accounts,
in accordance with the law.

The Estonian branch of Danske
Bank, since discontinued, has been

The unnamed woman had been

the subject of extensive reporting.

sentenced previously to almost

The Organised Crime and

Denmark’s Prosecution Service

four years imprisonment for

Corruption Reporting Project

(Anklagemyndigheden)

laundering roughly €19 million. As

(OCCRP) published several articles

announced on 23 June that a

a result of the latest conviction,

on the topics of the Azerbaijani

Lithuanian national was

she is to be extradited, according

and Russian Laundromats since

sentenced to eight years in prison

to prosecutors. Two other

September 2017. In the case of

for her role in a large-scale

defendants have been indicted in

the Azerbaijani laundromat,

money laundering scheme at the

the case, another Lithuanian

OCCRP revealed that nearly $3

Estonian branch of Danske Bank

national and a former Russian

billion was laundered through

A/S.

citizen.

European companies and financial
institutions, including Danske

According to prosecutors, the

Meanwhile, in January 2021,

Bank, for the purpose of

woman contributed to the

Danish prosecutors dropped

whitewashing the Ilham Aliyev

channeling of DKK 29.5 billion (€4

charges against six Danske Bank

regime’s reputation abroad.

billion) through approximately 40

employees, including ex-CEO

limited partnerships which held

Thomas Borgen, according to

accounts at the Danish bank’s

Reuters. A representative for

branch in Estonia between late

Danske Bank declined to comment

2008 and March 2016. She

on 5 July when asked by the

Prosecution Service press rele…
Police press release
OCCRP Russian Laundromat …

Aperio Analysis by Peter Meedom

Although only a part of the much larger €250 billion non-resident Russian and post-Soviet laundromat of illicit
financial flows through Danske Bank’s former Estonian branch, DKK 29.5 billion (€4 billion) is the largest single
amount as part of a charge in a Danish court of law. While the defendant pleaded guilty to the charge, she also
claimed that the individuals benefitting from the money laundering were completely unknown to her. In this
respect, the convicted can be regarded as an enabler, who only indirectly profited off the proceeds of crime.
The conviction marks a notable increase in enforcement focus on the enablers of financial crime, such as
company service providers, accountants and tax consultants.

7
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US SEC orders Luxembourg steel pipe maker to
pay over $78m in Petrobras FCPA case

The US Securities and Exchange

shareholder of the Luxembourg

allegedly corrupt environment was

Commission on 2 June issued a

company, San Faustin SA.

enabled by the company’s failure

cease-and-desist proceedings

to put in place sufficient internal

order against Luxembourg-based

The government official, a high-

accounting controls, despite being

steel pipe manufacturer Tenaris

ranking individual overseeing the

aware of corruption risks.

SA in which the company is

public company’s procurement

ordered to pay over $78 million to

process, was allegedly paid

The enforcement action comes

settle Foreign Corrupt Practices

through a Uruguayan shell

just over a decade after Tenaris

Act (FCPA) charges involving a

company incorporated in 2009.

reached a deferred prosecution

subsidiary in Brazil purportedly

The bribes were paid through fake

agreement with the SEC and a

paying over $10 million in

contracts and subsequent

non-prosecution agreement with

Petroleo Brasileiro SA (Petrobras)

payments for invented advisory

the US Department of Justice over

procurement-related bribes.

services between a Panamanian

a similar case involving bribes

shell company and the Uruguayan

purportedly paid to a publicly

The alleged bribes, paid out in a

company under the Brazilian

owned company in Uzbekistan

scheme involving multiple

official’s control, according to the

with the aim of securing contracts.

employees and agents of the

SEC. The official, who reportedly

Tenaris subsidiary, Confab

purchased real estate and artwork

The SEC order notes that, since

Industrial SA, were apparently

with the bribe payments, has since

the events alleged, Tenaris has

made between 2008 and 2013 to

pled guilty in Brazil to corruption

made remedial efforts relating to

influence the Petrobras bidding

charges.

internal accounting controls,

process. Furthermore, the bribe

compliance, due diligence, and

payments were purportedly

SEC Enforcement Division FCPA

maintaining proper records. It has

supported in part by entities

Unit Chief Charles Cain states in

also reportedly terminated its

associated with the controlling

an agency press release that the

8
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Brazilian commercial agents and

findings. Tenaris further agrees to

put an ethics code in

carry out a two-year remedial

place. Tenaris has agreed to the

period to address the failures

payment and order without either

alleged by the SEC.

SEC press release
SEC order

accepting or denying the SEC’s

EU Court upholds ECB decision to withdraw AAB
Bank’s authorisation as a credit institution
non-compliance” with anti-money

that the breaches have been

laundering and countering the

corrected and therefore, can no

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

longer justify the authorisation’s

obligations, the bank “was unable

withdrawal, on the grounds that

to ensure sound management of

“such an approach would call into

its risks”.

question the objective of
safeguarding the European

The General Court of the

The General Court notes that,

banking system”.

European Union dismissed on 22

given the importance of AML/CFT

June a claim brought by Austria-

rules, an administrative decision

With respect to AAB Bank’s claim

based Anglo Austrian AAB AG,

adopted by the competent national

that ECB’s refusal to suspend the

formely Anglo Austrian AAB Bank

authority declaring a credit

application of the contested

AG, seeking the annulment of the

institution liable for serious

decision violates Article 34 of

European Central Bank’s (ECB)

breaches of ML/TF obligations is

Council Regulation 468/2014 and

November 2019 decision to

sufficient to justify the withdrawal

that it was not justified by an

withdraw the bank’s authorisation

of the bank’s authorisation.

emergency situation, the Court
held that such a suspicion falls to

as a credit institution.
The judgement adds that the fact

the ECB's discretion and does not

The ECB’s decision was adopted

that the violations are old or have

require an urgency condition.

pursuant to Article 4(1)(a) and

been corrected “has no bearing on

Concurrently, the Court dismissed

Article 14(5) of the Council

the incurrence of such liability” and

the bank’s plea alleging

Regulation (EU) 1024/2013 after

cannot lead to the conclusion that

infringement of its shareholder’s

the Austrian Financial Market

the ECB committed a “manifest

right to property which resulted

Supervisory Authority

error of assessment” when

from the destruction of the

(Österreichische

asserting that the public interest

economic value of the shares that

Finanzmarktbehörde, FMA)

aimed at protecting depositors,

the shareholder held in AAB Bank’s

submitted a proposal in this regard

investors and the stability of the

capital.

on 26 April 2019. The ECB

financial system justified the

concluded that, considering the

immediate application of the

FMA’s findings concerning AAB

contested decision. Moreover, the

Bank’s “continuous and repeated

Court dismissed the bank’s claim

9

ECJ press release
General Court judgement (in Fr…
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REPORTS

South African commission submits final state
capture reports following Guptas' arrest in Dubai

South Africa’s State Capture

brothers, Zuma, and Zuma-

this country”, adding that the

Commission on 22 June

appointed officials to interfere with

reports submitted by the

submitted to President Cyril

state-controlled entities for the

commission offer “an instrument

Ramaphosa the final two reports

material and financial benefit of

through which the country can

on the investigation led by Chief

the former president, the brothers,

work to ensure that such events

Justice Raymond Zondo into

and their associates.

are never allowed to happen

corruption of state-owned

again”.

enterprises and state agencies

According to Dubai Police, the

under the Jacob Zuma

arrests were made following

The fifth report, presented in two

administration.

Interpol’s issuance of a red notice

volumes, includes an examination

for the brothers. United Arab

of the country’s State Security

Weeks earlier, Dubai Police

Emirates authorities also state that

Agency (SSA) and its role during

announced the 7 June arrest of

they are coordinating with South

the state capture era in

Atul and Rajesh Gupta, who are

African counterparts on the

purportedly abusing its mandate

wanted in South Africa on charges

Guptas’ extradition to South Africa

by targeting political opponents of

of money laundering and other

to face criminal charges.

the former president. The Zondo

crimes connected to the four-year

Commission reports that the US

corruption investigation into state

Speaking on the day of the final

previously warned the South

capture during the Zuma

report’s release, President

African government that the

administration. The Gupta

Ramaphosa declared that “state

Guptas may have secured Iranian

brothers feature prominently

capture was an assault on our

financing to purchase a South

throughout the commission’s

democracy and violated the rights

African uranium mine, but that the

reports on alleged efforts by the

of every man, woman and child in

SSA minister at the time,

10
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Siyabonda Cwele, blocked SSA

utilisation and enforcement of

Meanwhile, a spokesperson for the

officials from investigating the

anti-money laundering regulations

former president's organisation,

Gupta family further. Cwele was

in South Africa.

the Zuma Foundation, informed

appointed by Zuma to the position
in 2009.

the press on 25 June that Zuma
The South African president, who

considers the report to be lacking

is also criticised in the report for

evidence, "unlawful and highly

The report also notes that the illicit

not sounding the alarm over state

irrational".

proceeds of state capture during

capture while serving as Zuma's

the Zuma administration cannot

deputy, announced that he will

yet be quantified in large part

present the report to parliament

because of the complex money

within four months along with his

laundering schemes employed to

intentions on implementing

conceal the illegal transfer of state

commission recommendations to

funds, recommending a greater

the government.

South African President’s stat…
State Capture report part 5 vol…
State Capture report part 5 vol…

UK Treasury Committee issues report on
parliamentary scrutiny of financial services
The UK Parliament’s Treasury

have been prepared by the

will focus on integrating the

Committee on 23 June published

European Commission.

monitoring of regulatory proposals

its second report on the future

into the committee’s mainstream

parliamentary monitoring of

The committee stated that during

financial services regulations,

the period following the transfer of

including several proposed

responsibilities, each proposal by

Furthermore, the committee aims

approaches.

the Financial Conduct Authority,

to improve its analysis capacity to

Prudential Regulation Authority

identify regulatory proposals which

The report notes that “a measure

(PRA) and Bank of England which

should be prioritised for

of ‘ex-ante’ scrutiny by Parliament

will have legal effect should be

monitoring, citing the PRA’s

is necessary”, while an effective

assessed for its estimated impact

proposal for a “Strong and Simple

monitoring of regulatory proposals

upon service providers and

Framework”. A sub-committee

should be conducted through a

consumers.

tasked with coordinating scrutiny

targeted approach. It further

of regulatory processes will be

highlights that the number of

As the committee considers there

regulatory initiatives is expected to

is “strong logic in aligning the

rise as regulators assume

scrutiny of draft regulations and

responsibility for drafting

policy proposals with that of policy

measures which would previously

implementation and the day-to-day
work of regulators”, future efforts

11

activity.

established.
Treasury committee press rele…
Treasury committee report (23…
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FATF publishes report for law enforcement
offering digital AML/CFT strategy
impact on operational processes has been fully
communicated to personnel.
Authorities are also advised to assess whether their
digitalisation strategy aligns with data protection laws
and security frameworks, including looking ahead to
foreseeable legislation and amendments to existing
regulations. Agencies should also consider legal
implications relating to the use of AI, machine
learning and advanced analytics in processing certain
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) on 8 June
released a confidential report on an anti-money
laundering and countering the financing of terrorism
(AML/CFT) digital strategy for law enforcement,
available on request to public authorities.
The report, which follows the October 2021 Phase 1
report on the Digital Transformation of AML/CFT for
Operational Agencies, is available in full on request to
public authorities, who must contact their national
AML/CFT agency to gain access. The FATF has made
public a document listing overall strategic
considerations as well as specific legal and ethical
considerations, including several dozen questions that
agencies ought to bear in mind when crafting a digital
strategy.
Strategic questions include querying the prioritsation
of common goals, aligned vision among key internal
stakeholders, clarity on how digital tools can
maximise value, review mechanisms, effectiveness of
in-house technological and programme management,
and sufficiency of standardised data to support digital
transformation. Law enforcement agencies are also
advised to assess whether any organisational or
structural changes are needed to implement new
digital initiatives as well as determine whether this

12

data as well as take into account ethical
considerations that could arise from emerging
technologies.
On typologies, law enforcement authorities should
consider which types of ML/TF crimes can be
investigated most effectively with greater
technological capabilities, including consideration of
the nature of crimes, national priorities, country risk
profiles, crime impact, or technology-based crime
such as the use of digital assets. Agencies should
also consider third-party tools, which specific digital
investigative capabilities should be deemed core
capabilities, and what criteria ought to be established
for system validation.
According to a press release, the FATF states that it
completed efforts in May to examine how police
authorities can harness advance analytics and other
types of technology to improve their ML and TF
investigations as well as engage in secure private and
public sector information sharing.
FATF press release
FATF strategy summary
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Malta FIAU publishes 2021 annual report

Malta’s Financial Intelligence

paper notes that a total of 74

targeted reviews on company

Analysis Unit (FIAU) published on

analytical reports raising money

service providers (CSPs),

21 June its 2021 annual report

laundering and terrorist financing

particularly “on those servicing

which notes that received

(ML/TF) suspicions were sent to

higher-risk companies, such as

suspicious transaction or activity

the police in 2021.

foreign owned companies,

reports (STRs or SARs) increased

companies with complex

from 5,175 in 2020 to 7,218 in

The regulator emphasised that

structures and companies with

2021. The main suspected

there has been an increase in its

links to higher risk jurisdictions”.

predicate offences highlighted in

enforcement action in 2021,

Furthermore, training has been

these reports included debit and

resulting in 139 fines totaling

intensified for improving

credit card fraud, tax crimes such

approximately €11.8 million

compliance with BO obligations

as corporate and personal

imposed on various persons “for a

and for strengthening SPs’ ability

income tax evasion, and chip

broad spectrum of infringements

to identify cases of concealment

dumping.

and breaches”. Additionally, the

of company ownership. Similarly,

FIAU entered a memorandum of

throughout 2021, the FIAU also

According to the report, in 2021,

understating (MoU) with the Malta

organised training sessions on

the majority of SARs were filed by

Business Registry (MBR) with the

AML/CFT compliance, including

remote gaming companies, with

aim of ensuring that beneficial

events focused on red flags, as

4,822 SARs, followed by credit

ownership (BO) obligations are

well as on trends and typologies

institutions with 873 SARs, a

complied with by subject persons

for ML-related tax evasion and

decrease compared with 2020,

(SPs) and that Malta’s financial

other tax offences.

when the latter filed 1,975 reports.

system is not misused for ML/TF

Concurrently, the FIAU shared

purposes.

Malta FIAU press release

national and foreign competent

As part of their intensified

Malta FIAU annual report

authorities, an increase of 86

supervisory action, the FIAU and

percent compared to 2020. The

the MBR carried our thematic and

8,443 intelligence reports with

13
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ESAs publish report on withdrawal of
authorisation for serious breaches of AML/CFT
rules
Regarding the degree of discretion

grounds based on EU or national

and legal bases, the report notes

law. Nevertheless, the ESAs

that competent authorities find the

recommend the introduction in the

withdrawal to be “a last resort

sectoral acts which are not yet

measure”. They also find that the

covered “of a specific ground

measure should “respect

empowering competent

proportionality requirements”.

authorities to withdraw” the

The European Supervisory

Furthermore, the degree of

authorisation/registration “solely

Authorities (ESAs) – the

discretion supporting the decision

on the ground of serious breaches

European Banking Authority

of withdrawal is also shown to be

of AML/CFT rules”. The ESAs

(EBA), the European Insurance

based on ”legitimacy, necessity,

further call for the inclusion of

and Occupational Pensions

reasonableness and

evaluations by competent

Authority (EIOPA) and the

proportionality of the measure”.

authorities of the adequacy of the
arrangements and processes to

European Securities and Markets
Authority (ESMA) – published on

The report underlines, however,

ensure AML/CFT compliance as

1 June a joint report regarding

that Directive 2013/36/EU on

one condition for granting

applicable laws and practices on

access to the activity of credit

authorisation/registration.

the withdrawal of licence for

institutions and the prudential

Accordingly, cooperation and

serious breaches of rules on anti-

supervision of credit institutions

information exchange between

money laundering and countering

and investment firms (CRD)

prudential supervisors and

the financing of terrorism

includes “an express ground to

AML/CFT supervisors should be

(AML/CFT). Specifically, the

withdraw the authorisation for

ensured.

report assesses the

serious breaches of AML/CFT

completeness, adequacy, and

rules”. Particularly, the CRD

The report further explains that the

uniformity of said laws and

provides that the authorisation

AML/CFT supervisor shall

practices.

may be withdrawn where the

consider and assess the criteria of

institution is found liable for

a serious breach of AML/CFT rules

The ESAs found that competent

serious breaches of the Directive

on a case-by-case basis. The

authorities have withdrawn in the

(EU) 2015/849 on the prevention

supervisor’s assessment, the

past 10 years the authorisation (or

of the use of the financial system

report reads, will then be used by

registration) from financial entities

for the purposes of money

the prudential supervisor for the

for serious breaches of AML/CFT

laundering or terrorist financing.

adoption of proper measures.

Moreover, the competent

The EBA, EIOPA and ESMA also

authorities across the financial

acknowledge the upcoming

sector may rely on non-specific

Market in Crypto-Assets

rules in 26 cases, alone or in
combination with other grounds.
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Regulation and emphasise that the

concerns stemming from ML/TF

in part considering the specificities

Regulation should integrate

risks and breaches of AML/CFT

of each framework”, the ESAs

AML/CFT issues in prudential

rules, the report shows that an

highlight.

supervision of entities to be

overview of how the assessment

regulated and supervised under

of ML/TF risks is embedded in

the regime that it will envisage.

prudential regulation and
supervision is carried out. “Such an

In terms of measures available to

overview may be a useful blueprint

prudential authorities to address

for other sectoral acts, in whole or

ESAs joint report
EBA press release
Directive 2013/36/EU

FATF releases follow up report on UK
that the UK still faces human and IT limitations when
conducting operational and strategic analysis,
considering the size of its economy and financial
sector.
The FATF further notes that the UK’s national antimoney laundering (AML) and countering financing of
terrorism (CFT) priorities “continue to be driven by the
government’s understanding of risks”. The UK
government’s Integrated Review covers combatting
The Financial Action Task Force (FATF) issued on 9
June its latest assessment of the UK’s progress in
tackling money laundering and terrorist financing.
Currently, the UK is compliant on 24
Recommendations and largely compliant on 15. It
also remains partially compliant on one
Recommendation. The UK has been re-rated from
partially compliant to compliant on Recommendation
13 after amending the Money Laundering Regulations
by changing the definition of third country to include
any jurisdiction outside the UK, the report notes.
The report highlights that the UK has made progress
in expanding its multi-year information technology
transformation and expansion of the UK Financial
Intelligence Unit (UKFIU). The UKFIU has also
acquired an analytical tool enabling it to conduct
complex strategic analysis. However, the FATF reports
15

illicit finance, with the governmental implementation
mechanisms being applied to both policymaking and
operational levels.
On cryptoasset management, the report notes the
UK’s preparedness in identifying and assessing
ML/TF risks related to cryptoasset exchange
providers and cryptoasset custodian wallet providers,
by requiring these companies to register with the
Financial Conduct Authority and to mitigate related
risks. In addition, the FATF highlights that the UK has
established guidelines for virtual asset service
providers when implementing AML/CFT measures.
The UK remains in follow-up monitoring.
FATF press release (9 June 2022)
FATF report (9 June 2022)
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Moneyval report on Hungary finds good
progress in AML/CFT compliance
Moreover, positive developments highlighted in the
report include amendments to the Companies
register, establishing the necessary requirements to
ensure the accuracy of basic information of legal
persons submitted to the register.
Hungary reportedly asked for a re-rating for
Recommendation 32 as well. However, no re-rating
was provided due to the fact that the country has not
implemented any system requiring all physical
The Council of Europe’s Committee of Experts on
the Evaluation of Anti-Money Laundering Measures
and the Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval)
published on 8 June the fifth enhanced follow-up
report on Hungary. The report, which was adopted
by the Moneyval Committee during its May plenary
session, analyses the progress of Hungary in
addressing the technical compliance deficiencies
identified in its 2016 mutual evaluation report
(MER).
Particularly, the report found progress regarding
Recommendations 13, 18 and 24, which were re-rated
from “partially compliant” to “largely compliant”.
Hungary is shown to have introduced additional
clarification on application of correspondent
relationship with financial institutions established
within the EU requirements and to have provided
additional information on the materiality of

movements of cash and bearer negotiable
instruments (BNIs) crossing the intra EU border to be
declared or disclosed. Additionally, the Hungarian
Customs authorities are reported to lack direct
powers to stop or restrain currency or BNIs.
Moneyval concluded that Hungary has addressed
most of the technical compliance deficiencies after
the adoption of its MER. The country is now
“compliant” with five of the 40 FATF
Recommendations, “largely compliant” with 32
Recommendations, and “partially compliant” with
three.
Hungary remains in enhanced follow-up and is
expected to report back in two years.
Hungary report
Moneyval press release

correspondent relationships. Moneyval also
welcomes the country’s efforts to introduce screening
procedures for hiring employees, although they only
apply to executive officers and employees who deal
with anti-money laundering and countering financing
of terrorism (AML/CFT) matters.

16

Hungary MER (29 September 2016)
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GRECO publishes report on Türkiye
GRECO further notes that the proposed law on the
Ethical Conduct for GNAT members was not adopted
until present and that the text of the bill “is not very
precise” and lacks information about the systems
used for verifying MPs’ asset declarations as well as
on the publicity of these declarations.
Insofar as judges and prosecutors are concerned,
GRECO reiterates the fact that the members of the
The Council of Europe’s Group of States against
Corruption (GRECO) published on 23 June its third
interim compliance report on Türkiye's fourth
evaluation round, which assesses the country’s
progress in implementing recommendations on
preventing corruption among members of
parliament (MPs), judges, and prosecutors. The
paper concludes that Türkiye’s current level of
compliance with these recommendations remains
“globally unsatisfactory”.
With respect to corruption prevention related to MPs,
GRECO notes that Türkiye provided no additional
information in relation to its progress on enhancing
transparency of its legislative process nor on the
adoption of a code of ethics covering situations of
conflicts of interest. The body expressed concerns

Turkish Council of Judges and Prosecutors (CJP) are
appointed by the President and the GNAT, which “runs
counter to European standards of an independent
self-governing body of the judiciary”. Furthermore, the
paper warns that Türkiye failed to address
deficiencies identified in previous reports with respect
to ethical conduct and integrity among the judiciary,
underlining that there is still no clear definition of
conflicts of interests, while rules concerning gifts and
contacts with third parties should be “significantly
developed”.
The head of the Turkish delegation is requested to
submit additional information on the measures taken
to implement the outstanding recommendations by
31 March 2023.
GRECO press release

about the “continued absence of rules” on the
organisation of public consultations in the legislative
process, as well as regarding the increasing number
of omnibus bills over the last three legislative
sessions of the Grand National Assembly of Türkiye
(GNAT).

17
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LEGISLATION

Washington’s latest wave of Russia sanctions
includes gold embargo, designations of defence
companies
producer described as “key […] in Russia’s militaryindustrial-complex”; Tupolev PJSC, the bomber
producer, and two of its subsidiaries; Irkut Corporation
JSC, which manufactures fighter jets, and eight
subsidiaries; JSC Concern Avtomatika, which is active
in the informational sector and manufactures drones;
and OJSC Russian Electronics, a company owned by
Rostec which manufactures electronic components,
along with 20 of its subsidiaries.

The US Treasury Department’s Office of Foreign
Assets Control (OFAC) moved on 28 June to impose
a further round of restrictive measures targeting
Russia’s defence and productive sectors, as well as
establishing a gold import ban.
After a consultation with the State and Commerce
Departments, OFAC published a determination
assessing that Executive Order (EO) 14068 applies to
gold of Russian origin, excepting the precious metal
assets of the same source which were located
outside the country before 28 June.
As part of the action, the Treasury designates 29
individuals and the subsidiaries and associates of
State Corporation for the Promotion of the
Development, Manufacture, and Export of High Tech
Products "Rostec", the state-owned conglomerate
with important holdings in the defence sector.
Among the 70 entities designated by OFAC pursuant
to EO 14024, there are PJSC United Aircraft
Corporation, the state-owned military aircraft
18

In a concurrent action, the State Department imposes
sanctions on 45 entities and 29 individuals, including
Russian military units, the Uzbekistan-based firm
Promcomplektlogistic Private Company which is
accused of supporting sanctions evasion efforts, and
19 Rostec board members.
Additionally, the Department of State imposes visa
restrictions on 511 officers. Separately, the Treasury’s
Financial Crimes Enforcement Network and the
Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and
Security issued a joint alert, drawing attention to
export control evasion attempts.
The document points to potential Russian and
Belarusian efforts to evade the measures designed to
restrict the supply of dual-use goods and calls on
financial institution to exercise increased vigilance.

Selected red flags include
Maritime industry companies transporting
controlled goods on corridors alleged to be used
for transshipment purposes
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Transactions from otherwise uninvolved entities

that suggest they are involved in military-related

operating in countries suspected to serve as

activities

transshipment points
Transfers connected with atypical shipping routes

OFAC press release

Transactions involving entities which declare to

OFAC notice

work on “special purpose projects”, an expression

GL 39

US House Committee approves AML
whistleblower reform bill
An amount equal to any monetary penalty collected
by the Secretary of the Treasury or the Attorney
General in actions under Title 31 of the US Code or a
covered statute should be deposited into or credited
to the fund, unless its balance exceeds $300 million.
Covered statutes include the International Emergency
Economic Powers Act, The Foreign Narcotics Kingpin
The US House Committee on Financial Services
approved on 22 June bill H.R. 7195 on the
amendment of Title 31 of the US Code to provide
certain whistleblower incentives and protections.
The bill aims to modify the structure and function of
the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network’s
(FinCEN) whistleblower programme.
The bill introduces provisions noting that at least 10
percent of the value of monetary sanctions collected
due to information provided by whistleblowers should
be awarded, but no more than 30 percent of collected
fines. During the meeting, Representative Alma
Adams, the bill's primary sponsor, emphasised that

Designation Act, and sections 5 and 12 of the Trading
with the Enemy Act. The document further notes that
all income from investments made by the Secretary
of the Treasury pursuant to paragraph 5 of the bill
should also be deposited into or credited to the fund.
Representative Anthony Gonzalez underlined that the
bill “will strengthen our whistleblower programs to
combat money laundering and provide law
enforcement information to better protect our
country”.
US House Committee on Financial Services meeting
Bill H.R. 7195

the legislation also creates a Financial Integrity Fund
within FinCEN “that will hold funds collected from
awards, ensuring that whistleblowers will be able to
immediately receive awards when the Government
collects payments from successful enforcements”.

19

Statement of Chairwoman of the House Committee …
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US enforces Uyghur Forced Labor Prevention
Act banning Xinjiang-origin imports

US State Secretary Anthony J.

The UFLPA establishes a

detaining, and/or excluding or

Blinken announced on 21 June

rebuttable presumption that the

seizing shipments subject to the

that the US Customs and Border

importation of any goods, wares,

UFLPA’s rebuttable presumption.

Protection (CBP) has commenced

articles, and merchandise mined,

According to the guidance, the

enforcement of the Uyghur

produced or manufactured wholly

CBP will review each shipment for

Forced Labor Prevention Act

or in part in Xinjiang or produced

UFLPA applicability, as well as the

(UFLPA). The UFLPA, which was

by certain entities is prohibited by

appropriate action to be taken on a

signed into law in December 2021

Section 307 of the Tariff Act of

case-by-case basis. It is further

by President Joe Biden, prohibits

1930, and that such items are not

shown that the CBP will identify

the import into the US of products

entitled to entry into the US. An

shipments through various

of Xinjiang origin deemed to be

exemption applies when the CBP

sources including the UFLPA Entity

linked to persecuted minorities’

Commissioner determines that the

List.

forced labour.

importer has complied with certain
conditions and that “by clear and

The list, which is required by the

“We are rallying our allies and

convincing evidence” the goods

UFLPA, can be found in the

partners to make global supply

were not produced using forced

Strategy to Prevent the

chains free from the use of forced

labour.

Importation of Goods Mined,

labor, to speak out against

Produced, or Manufactured with

atrocities in Xinjiang, and to join us

The CBP released on 13 June

Forced Labor in the People’s

in calling on the government of the

importer guidance to assist the

Republic of China.

PRC to immediately end atrocities

trade community in preparing for

and human rights abuses,

the implementation of the UFLPA.

The strategy was developed by the

including forced labor”, states

The document informs that the

Forced Labor Enforcement Task

Blinken.

CBP will take specific enforcement

Force (FLETF), which is chaired by

actions including identifying,
20
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the US Department of Homeland

across their supply chains, aligned

Security and is

Most recently, on 24 May, the

with the legal requirements in the

based on contributions from

Victims of Communism Memorial

UFLPA; and (2) not re-export

FLETF members and observers, as

Foundation published a report,

goods detained under the

well as public comments.

dubbed the ‘Xinjiang Police Files’,

auspices of the UFLPA to other

revealing leaked internal

markets.

Specifically, the strategy includes,
among others: (1) an assessment
of the risk of importing goods
mined, produced or manufactured
with forced labour in the PRC; (2)
an evaluation and description of
forced-labour schemes, UFLPArequired lists and plans, and highpriority sectors for enforcement;
(3) recommendations for efforts,
initiatives, tools and technologies
to accurately identify and trace
affected goods; (4) additional
guidance to importers; and (5) a
plan to coordinate and collaborate
with appropriate nongovernmental
organisations and private-sector
entities.
The strategy cites the State
Department’s 2021 Trafficking in
Persons Report which shows that
forced labour is a “central tactic
used” for the “repression” of
Uyghurs and members of other
ethnic and religious minority
groups in Xinjiang. “In Xinjiang, the
government is the trafficker”, the
report states. “Authorities use
threats of physical violence,
forcible drug intake, physical and
sexual abuse, and torture to force
detainees to work in adjacent or
off-site factories or worksites
producing” goods that “are finding
their way into businesses and
homes around the world”.

21

documents detailing security
instructions for re-education

“We will see if any corporation is

camps where Uyghurs are being

brazen enough to take garments

incarcerated. These include

or solar panels rejected from the

“shoot-to-kill” policies, as well as

US because they are tainted with

unretouched transcripts of

forced labour and try to sell those

speeches and messages by high-

same goods to unsuspecting

ranking officials demanding people

consumers in the United Kingdom

pertaining to minority groups be

or Japan. The reputational risk

treated as dangerous criminals.

would be huge”, notes Executive
Director of the Worker Rights

The Coalition to End Forced

Consortium Scott Nova in a press

Labour in the Uyghur Region

release of the Coalition.

welcomed in an open letter to
businesses the implementation of

In response to the enactment of

the UFLPA. However, the Coalition

UFLPA, international advocacy

expresses its concern over the

NGO Human Rights Watch warned

potential shifting of Xinjiang-linked

that, in order to demonstrate

goods from the US to other

effective enforcement of the new

markets. It explains that, until the

law, “Customs and Border

EU enacts an instrument banning

Protection should release monthly

products made by forced labour,

data on its website describing the

“there is risk that the EU, the

goods it holds, re-exports,

world’s largest single market, will

excludes, or seizes, including

serve as a dumping ground for

information on the company

goods tainted with forced labour”.

importing the banned goods, the

The Coalition calls all governments

nature of the goods, their

worldwide to “adopt robust

approximate value, and the reason

measures to ban the import of

for the enforcement action”.

products made with forced
labour”.

State Secretary Blinken state…

The open letter also urges

CBP guidance for importers (1…

companies to assess if they are
committed to: (1) apply a single
global standard in regard to
excluding Uyghur forced labour

CBP UFLPA page
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UK sanctions Russian oligarch Vladimir Potanin,
other members and entities of “Putin’s inner
circle”
president Boris Yeltsin’s regime.

Governor of the Kemerovo region

FCDO indicates that Potanin

Sergei Evgenievich Tsivilev “have

“continues to amass wealth as he

significantly benefitted from their

supports Putin’s regime, acquiring

relationship with Putin”. JSC

Rosbank”, after SG left Russia.

Kolmar Group is also designated
as part of the same action.

Other designated members of
The UK’s Foreign, Commonwealth

“Putin’s inner circle” include his

Other individuals and entities

and Development Office (FCDO)

first cousin once removed Anna

targeted under the Russia

on 29 June announced new

Tsivileva, president of Russian coal

sanctions include: (1) Chairman of

sanctions targeting high-level

mining company JSC Kolmar

the Board of Directors of

members of President Vladimir

Group, and Said Mikhailovich

BTSMOST JSC Ruslan Sulimovich

Putin’s “inner circle”, pursuant to

Gutseriev, son of previously

Baysarov; (2) President of

Russia (Sanctions) (EU Exit)

sanctioned Russian billionaire

Velesstroy Mihajlo Perenčević; (3)

Regulations 2019.

Mikhail Gutseriev. OFSI notes that

director at SPB Exchange Ivan

Gutseriev is targeted for his

Aleksandrovich Tyryshkin; (4)

The targets include the country’s

alleged involvement “in obtaining

director of JSC NK Neftisa Sait-

“second richest man” – chief

benefit from or supporting the

Salam Safarbekovich Gutseriev;

executive and primary shareholder

Government of Russia by working

and (5) entities JSC

of Siberian mining company MMC

as a director” of Russian financial

Marshal.Global, JSC Moscow

Norilsk Nickel PSJC Vladimir

services sector entity PJSC SFI. In

Industrial Bank, JSC New

Potanin. The action imposes an

2019, Gutseriev made a £2.6

Opportunities, and R-STYLE

asset freeze, travel ban, transport

million donation to the University

SOFTLAB.

sanctions and a ban on technical

of Oxford to set up the Chingiz

advice related to aircraft on

Gutseriev fellowship in

Under the Syria (Sanctions) (EU

Potanin, whose estimated net

archaeology and anthropology.

Exit) Regulations 2019, the FCDO

worth amounts to £13 billion.

Following his designation, the

states that the measures also

Guardian reported that the

target a group of Russian

A sanctions notice from the UK’s

University informed that it “will

individuals and companies for

Office of Financial Sanctions

comply with the most recent

their alleged involvement in

Implementation (OFSI) informs

sanctions and will consider if any

“repressing civilians and

that, as the owner of Société

further actions are appropriate”,

supporting the Assad regime in

Générale (SG) subsidiary Rosbank,

including rejecting the donation.

Syria”. These are (1) former Head
of the Wagner Group 4th

Potanin is supporting the Russian
government. Potanin was also

According to the FCDO press

deputy prime minister during ex-

release, Tsivileva and her husband,

22

Reconnaissance and Attack
Company Andrei Mikhailovich
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Bogatov; (2) former Head of

(5) entities Evro Polis LLC, Mercury

businesses since Russia’s invasion

Armed Forces Group in Syria

LLC, and Velada LLC.

of Ukraine.

Alexander Yuryevich Chaiko; (3)
Russian military figure Sergey

Highlighting that “nothing and no

Fedorovich Rudskoy; (4) former

one is off the table, including

Chief Executive of the Wagner

Putin’s inner circle”, the FCDO

Group Andrey Nikolaevich Troshev;

notes that the UK has sanctioned
over 1,000 individuals and 120

UK government press release
OFSI financial sanctions notic…
OFSI financial sanctions notic…

OFAC issues Covid-related general licences for
Syria, Venezuela, and Iran
Government of Syria, Polymedics

Any transactions involving

LLC, and Letia Company, as well as

Petroleos de Venezuela, S.A.,

entities under Polymedics or

Banco de Desarrollo Economico y

Letia’s ownership.

Social de Venezuela, Banco
Bandes Uruguay S.A., or entities

The US Treasury’s Office of
Foreign Assets Control (OFAC) on
10 June issued three general
licences for Iran, Syria and
Venezuela relating to Covid-19
response activities, concurrently
releasing multiple amended
FAQs.
General Licence (GL) No 21A
under the Syrian Sanctions
Regulations authorises certain
Covid-19-related transactions
otherwise prohibited under the
sanctions regime through 17 June
2023, including the export of
services relating to virus detection,
prevention, and treatment and
such transactions even when
involving certain blocked persons.
Specifically, this applies to the
23

However, no export or re-export of

under their control remain

items relating to a military,

prohibited.

intelligence, or police purpose is
authorised, nor the unblocking of

GL N-1 under the Iranian

property or transactions otherwise

Transactions and Sanctions

banned under the sactions regime

Regulations, Global Terrorism

or through executive order.

Sanctions Regulations, and
Executive Order 13224 authorises

GL No. 39A under the Venezuela

certain Covid-19-related

Sanctions Regulations offers the

transactions and related goods or

same exemptions, as well as

technology exports, importation or

allowing for research or clinical

dealings of certain items related to

studies involving the virus. The GL

the virus, and the export or import

authorises certain Covid-19-

of certain services. Also

related transactions involving

authorised under the GL are

Banco Central de Venezuela,

certain transactions involving the

Banco de Venezuela, S.A., Banco

Central Bank of Iran or National

Universal, Banco Bicentenario del

Iranian Oil Company.

Pueblo, de la Clase Obrera, Mujur y
Comunas, and Banco Universal

OFAC press release

C.A., as well as entities under their
control.

Syria GL 21a
Venezuela GL 39a
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Amended Europol Regulation enters into force,
EU Data Protection Supervisor expresses
concerns
The EDPS further recalls that EU member states can
retroactively authorise Europol to process large data
sets already shared with Europol, prior to the entry
into force of the amended regulation. Accordingly, the
EDPS expresses doubt “as to the legality of this
retroactive authorisation”.
In January, the EDPS ordered Europol to delete data
concerning individuals with no established link to
criminal activity, following an inquiry launched in
Europol announced on 28 June that amendments to
the Europol Regulation entered into force, following
the publication in the Official Journal of the EU of
Regulation (EU) 2022/991 of the European
Parliament and of the Council amending Regulation
(EU) 2016/794. The amending Regulation is based
on the EU Commission’s proposal and aims to
strengthen Europol’s capacity to support EU member
states in combating organised crime and terrorism.
The EU Commission adopted in December 2020 a
proposal that included, among others, an enhanced
legal basis for Europol to be able to process large and
complex datasets such as personal data of data
subjects unrelated to a crime.
The European Data Protection Supervisor (EDPS),

2019.
The EDPS now expects that Europol’s Management
Board further specifies the data protection safeguards
to be established to limit the impact of “such intrusive
data processing activities on individuals”.

Main amendments to the Europol
Regulation concern
Europol’s ability to process personal data without
the Data Subject Categorisation for as long as and
whenever necessary for the support of a specific
ongoing criminal investigation
Europol’s ability to receive data relevant for
criminal investigations directly from private parties

which, since 1 May 2017, has been supervising

Europol’s support of EU member states in

personal data processing by Europol, warns that the

processing data transmitted by third countries or

amendments “weaken the fundamental right to data

international organisations

protection and do not ensure an appropriate oversight
of” Europol. “The EDPS regrets that the expansion of
Europol’s mandate has not been compensated with
strong data protection safeguards that would allow
the effective supervision of the Agency’s new powers”,
a press release reads.
24

Europol Executive Director’s ability to propose
opening a national investigation into a specific
crime which concerns only one member state but
affects a common interest covered by an EU policy
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Europol press release

The introduction of an independent Fundamental
Rights Officer, in addition to the independent Data
Protection Officer at Europol

Regulation (EU) 2022/991
EDPS press release

The strengthening of the EDPS’ oversight
functions over Europol

EU provisionally agrees on enhanced
transparency of cryptoassets transfers
information about the originator and beneficiary of the
cryptoassets transfers they operate.
The enhanced rules on traceability of cryptoassets
transfers will render it more difficult for individuals
and companies facing restrictive measures to try to
circumvent them. Furthermore, member states will be
required to ensure that all cryptoasset service
providers qualify as obliged entities under the Fourth
The Council of the European Union and European

Anti-Money Laundering (AML) Directive.

Parliament on 29 June provisionally agreed on a
proposal updating the regulations on information

The new agreement will allow the EU to manage the

relating to the transfer of funds by extending the

risks of money laundering and terrorist financing

scope of those rules to transfers of cryptoassets.

associated with new technologies while protecting
consumers and investors as well as the financial

The implementation of the “travel rule” will contribute

integrity of the internal market. Specific requirements

to financial transparency on exchanges in

will apply in the case of cryptoasset transfers

cryptoassets, thus enabling the EU to meet the

between cryptoasset service providers and un-hosted

highest international standards on the exchange of

wallets, the Council adds.

cryptoassets, particularly recommendations 15 and
16 of the Financial Action Task Force (FATF).

Co-legislators also agreed on the urgency to ensure
traceability of cryptoasset transfers and opted to align

The Council further notes that the updated rules are

the implementation timetable of this regulation with

designed to ensure the traceability of cryptoasset

that of the markets in cryptoassets (MiCA) regulation.

transfers by introducing the obligation for cryptoasset
service providers to collect and make available certain
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OFAC designates sanctions evasion network
supporting Iranian petrochemical sales
2021 purportedly supplied

Jingfeng Gao, also known as Jeff

Triliance with petrochemicals,

Gao, who was allegedly involved in

including glycols, worth $13

“multi-million-dollar transactions”

million, as well as Kharg

concerning Iranian petrochemicals

Petrochemical Company Limited,

on behalf of Triliance and (2)

which allegedly sold “tens of

Indian national Mohammad

thousands of metric tons of

Shaheed Ruknooddin Bhore, who

The US Treasury’s Office of

petrochemicals” such as naphtha,

reportedly manages multiple

Foreign Assets Control (OFAC)

butane and propane to Triliance.

Triliance front companies,

announced on 16 June the

Concurrently, OFAC designated

including YouChem, as well as

designation pursuant to Executive

Fanavaran Petrochemical

Dynapex Energy Limited and

Order (EO) 13846 of a network of

Company for allegedly selling

Petroliance Trading FZE, which

Iranian petrochemical producers,

similar products to PCC.

were both designated in 2020
pursuant to EO 13846.

as well as multiple front
companies based in Hong Kong

Other companies targeted on the

and the United Arab Emirates

same day include Hong Kong-

Secretary of State Antony Blinken

(UAE), which allegedly provided

based Keen Well International

stated that “the Biden

support to designated Iran-based

Limited and Teamford Enterprises

Administration has been sincere

entities Triliance Petrochemical

Limited, which were purportedly

and steadfast in pursuing a path of

Co. Ltd. and Petrochemical

used to process payments and

meaningful diplomacy to achieve a

Commercial Company (PCC).

facilitate transactions on behalf of

mutual return to full

Triliance for the shipment of

implementation of the Joint

Triliance was sanctioned on 23

Iranian sourced petrochemical

Comprehensive Plan of Action

January 2020 pursuant to EO

products to East Asia. UAE-based

(JCPOA)”. Blinken added that,

13846 for allegedly facilitating the

entities GX Shipping FZE, Future

“absent a deal, we will continue to

sale of Iranian petrochemical

Gate Fuel and Petrochemical

use our sanctions authorities to

products from the National Iranian

Trading LLC, Sky Zone Trading

limit exports of petroleum,

Oil Company to foreign customers,

FZE, and Youchem General

petroleum products, and

while PCC was designated on 5

Trading FZE were also targeted for

petrochemical products from Iran.”

November 2018 pursuant to EO

having materially assisted,

13599 for being owned by the

sponsored, or provided financial,

Iranian government.

material or technological support
for Triliance.

OFAC’s most recent action
targeted Iran-based entities Marun

As part of the same action, OFAC

Petrochemical Company, which in

designated: (1) Chinese national
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EU adopts sixth package of sanctions on Russia
The phasing out of Russian oil will

relevant services including

take from six months for crude oil

accounting, auditing, statutory

to eight months for other refined

audit, bookkeeping and tax

petroleum products. A temporary

consulting services, business and

exception is foreseen for imports

management consulting, and

of crude oil by pipeline into the EU

public relations services to the

member states that, due to their

Russian Government, as well as to

The EU Council and the EU

geographic situation, are

legal persons, entities, or bodies

Commission jointly announced on

particularly dependent on Russian

established in Russia.

3 June the adoption of the sixth

supplies “and have no viable

package of restrictive measures

alternative options”.

Restrictive measures were also
adopted in regard to Russian

against Russia, following Russia’s
invasion of Ukraine. The new

Additionally, a special temporary

state-owned broadcasting outlets

package also imposes further

derogation until the end of 2024

Rossiya RTR/RTR Planeta, Rossiya

sanctions against Belarus for its

has been agreed for Bulgaria

24/Russia 24 and TV Centre

involvement in the aggression.

which will be able to continue to

International. Their broadcasting

import crude oil and petroleum

activities are now suspended in

High Representative for Foreign

products via maritime transport.

the EU. The measure, however,

Affairs and Security Policy Josep

Similarly, Croatia will be able to

does not prevent them and their

Borrell informs that the EU is

authorise until the end of 2023 the

staff from carrying out activities in

banning “the import of Russian oil

import of Russian vacuum gas oil.

the EU other than broadcasting,
such as research and interviews.

into the EU and with this cutting a
massive source of revenue for

EU operators will also be

Russia”. Borrell added that the EU

prohibited after “a wind down

The sixth package also includes

is “cutting off more of the key

period” of six months from

new export restrictions.

Russian banks from the

insuring and financing the

Specifically, the EU expanded the

international payment system

transport, in particular through

list of advanced technology items

SWIFT. We are also sanctioning

maritime routes, of oil to third

banned from export to Russia to

those responsible for the atrocities

countries to hinder Russia’s

include additional chemicals that

that took place in Bucha and

exports of crude oil and petroleum

could be used in the process of

Mariupol and banning more

products to the rest of the world.

manufacturing chemical weapons.
The package also adds the UK and

disinformation actors actively
contributing to President Putin’s

Moreover, PJSC Sberbank, Credit

South Korea to the Annex of

war propaganda”.

Bank of Moscow PJSC, Russian

partner countries that have

Agricultural Bank JSC and the

adopted substantially equivalent

The EU decided to prohibit the

Belarusian Bank for Development

export restrictions. Moreover, the

purchase, import, or transfer of

and Reconstruction Belinvestbank

list of Belarusian entities subject to

crude oil and certain petroleum

JSC are removed from SWIFT.

restrictions has been widened

products from Russia into the EU.

Furthermore, the EU prohibits the

from one entity to 25.
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An additional 65 individuals

asset freeze, and EU citizens and

including military staff and 18

companies are forbidden from

entities including Russia's largest

making funds available to them.

securities depository, the National

Individuals are also subject to a

Settlement Depository are also

travel ban.

EU Council press release I
EU Council press release II
EU Commission press release

sanctioned. They are subject to an

Russia sanctions 49 UK journalists and defence
officials
disseminating false and one-sided information about
Russia and the events in Ukraine and Donbass”. The
statement added that the reporters’ “biased
assessments” contributed to the “incitement of
Russophobia in British society”.
The list also includes 20 representatives of the UK
defence sector, who were sanctioned for their alleged
participation “in decision-making on the supply of
weapons to Ukraine”. Designated individuals include
The Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs announced
on 14 June the designation of 49 UK journalists and
individuals associated with the defence sector, who
are now barred from entering Russia.
The 20 sanctioned journalists represent major media
outlets, such as the Financial Times, BBC, the

Guardian, the Times, Sky News, the Independent, Daily
Mail and Sunday Times. According to a Russian
government press release, they were “deliberately

28

UK Minister of State for Defence Procurement Jeremy
Mark Quin and UK Parliamentary Under-Secretary of
State for Defence People and Veterans Leo Docherty.
Other persons include Benjamin John Key,
Commander of the British Navy, Michael Wigston,
Commander of the Royal Air Force and members of
the UK Parliament Gregory Lloyd Campbell, Gavin
James Robinson, and Samuel Wilson.
Russian Ministry of Foreign Affairs press release
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SPECIAL FEATURE

Poaching the poachers: is the UK failing to tackle
illegal wildlife trade?

In recent years the UK has been a

including in the UK, with criminals

of connection to goods that touch

prominent supporter of global

exploiting weaknesses in financial

UK soil meant that the government

efforts to clamp down on illegal

and non-financial sectors.

was potentially overlooking the

wildlife trade (IWT). It has

exposure of the financial system

secured political commitments to

The FATF called for countries to

to IWT-linked money laundering.

action at international

assess their exposure to IWT-

The report advised that the

conferences, sent troops to

linked illicit finance, prompting the

government conduct a national

several African nations to support

UK Home Office to commission a

IWT threat assessment to support

anti-poaching programmes, and

report looking into the matter. The

with implementing the risk-based

established an IWT Challenge

report, published by the Royal

approach recommended by the

Fund which has committed £37

United Services Institute (RUSI) in

FATF.

million to 113 projects in over 50

January 2022, found that it was

countries since 2014.

“highly likely that the financial

Financial Crime Digest spoke to a

sector is abused to launder the

range of experts who said that

Yet despite this focus, experts are

proceeds of crime where IWT

both the public and private sectors

increasingly calling attention to the

offences occur in the upstream

share responsibility for boosting

importance of tackling the

supply chain.”

efforts to tackle the problem, but

proceeds of IWT, as well as the

that both are floundering without

product. In 2020, the Financial

Moreover, the failure to properly

better visibility of the extent of the

Action Task Force (FATF)

distinguish between the

problem.

highlighted that IWT proceeds are

movement of IWT goods into and

generated and move through

out of the UK from proceeds

In absence of more concerted

jurisdictions throughout the world,

laundered in UK banks regardless

efforts by national governments,
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including the UK, NGOs have

Kate Bedwell, the former head of

Since the FATF has made it a

stepped into the gap. One key

compliance & risk at Vodafone

strategic priority to treat IWT as a

organisation in the space is United

Group for mobile money service

serious organised crime and

for Wildlife, founded by Prince

M-Pesa who now manages the

predicate offence for money

William and the Royal Foundation

United for Wildlife financial

laundering, the issue has been

in 2014. It builds partnerships with

taskforce, told Financial Crime

highlighted in both financial and

global law enforcement agencies,

Digest that sharing best practice,

non-financial organisations,

NGOs, and the transportation and

relevant tools and high-quality

Bedwell said. “The challenge is,

financial sectors to disrupt

information and intelligence with

you can’t point the finger at the

international criminal networks

compliance analysts was key to

financial services sector alone.

involved in IWT.

supporting efforts to bear down on

The whole chain in addressing IWT

IWT and building the membership.

needs to come to the table. The

The group has set up two

financial services sector could

“taskforces” – one to partner with

“It’s really hard for an analyst if

make hundreds of submissions for

transport companies to support

they are just looking at

IWT, but if law enforcement or the

them in identifying potential supply

transactions to know whether

FIU don’t act on those

lines of IWT, the other to support

something relates to IWT, or

submissions and investigate, it

financial institutions in identifying

another financial crime such as

won’t go any further.

IWT-related proceeds.

drug trafficking, or human
trafficking, so one of the things

Bedwell said a key challenge in the

The financial taskforce, convened

we’ve been trying to do is give

UK was that the country doesn’t

in 2018, has around 50 financial

people more information so they

currently perceive illegal wildlife

institutions as members who

can start contextualising their

goods trafficking as a significant

agreed to six commitments,

investigations and think about the

risk, but the risk still requires

known as the Mansion House

bigger picture. It also helps them

assessment in a centralised way

Declaration. The commitments

to find out more about their own

to be able evidence or accurately

include dedications to share

risks,” she said.

assess the situation. However, as

resources and intelligence with law

an international financial centre,

enforcement and provide training

Bedwell said her experience at M-

money can flow through the

to staff to better identify

Pesa showed her that working on

country without illicit goods

suspicious activity. At the centre of

IWT issues was easy to pitch in

touching UK soil. “We would wholly

the taskforce is an information

financial organisations. “I think it’s

support a national risk

sharing system which provides

a very easy sell. At M-Pesa it was

assessment which would then

case-specific intelligence alerts

the time my team was most

support financial institutions and

and regular strategic information

popular in the wider company – I

law enforcement in their own

bulletins on wildlife trafficking

said ‘we are working on IWT, we’re

efforts to address this issue,” she

trends, typologies, and red flags to

joining United for Wildlife, we want

said.

members. A significant amount of

to help address this.’ We did a

the intelligence is generated by

webinar for the company and I had

Timothy Wittig, a former defence

small-scale NGOs based in

so many people outside of

intelligence officer who formerly

countries which are sources and

compliance in the company asking

worked on terrorist financing

destinations for IWT.

about how they could support. It’s

issues and now runs the central

a heart and mind thing – it fits in

intelligence sharing system of the

with people’s values.”
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United for Wildlife Taskforces, said

expert in order to use all the

Experts acknowledge that there is

the UK “is a legitimate leader on

correct terms. It is probably not

a lot of defensive filing by financial

the issue in terms of international

something you should expect

institutions, but the system does

diplomacy, but for actual action by

banks to be able to do,” he said.

give law enforcement an insight

domestic UK law enforcement
agencies its role is nearly zero.”

into what the private sector is
This sentiment is shared by the

seeing and suspects as potentially

authors of the RUSI report, who

illicit activity. Alexandria Reid, one

“Large scale international wildlife

describe how a lack of a SAR

of the authors of the RUSI report

trafficking is an issue that could be

glossary code for IWT made it

who now works for Global Witness

completely solved within a year, if

difficult to accurately measure

said SARs give law enforcement “a

it had the full weight of law

current levels of reporting,

body of intelligence.”

enforcement, intelligence, the

particularly given the wide

political and diplomatic weight of

potential range of IWT offences.

these governments, without the

Reid said that for IWT the variety
of words the FIU might have to

need even for new laws or

For other offences like illegal drug-

search to discover everything

authorities. This isn’t drug

related money laundering, or

related to a potential crime was

trafficking,” he said.

human trafficking, reporters use a

“mind-boggling. You could input

glossary code. The UK’s FIU says

every species protected under

glossary codes are crucial for

international or domestic law. Even

enabling law enforcement to

looking at birds, for example, you

Experts Financial Crime Digest

conduct analysis to identify money

would have to put in falcon, eggs,

spoke to said that a key stumbling

laundering trends and high-risk

Peregrine … a keyword-based

block to better identifying the UK’s

cases for development. They also

approach is difficult,” she said.

role in laundering IWT-related cash

enable the production of feedback

is improving the suspicious activity

to reporters on trends and

Wittig also said that the problem

report (SAR) system. Wittig said

patterns identified in SARs.

could be helped by instituting a

SARs in need of an overhaul

that the challenge of IWT exposed

common code framework for IWT.

broader problems with the SAR

When a compliance officer files a

“For instance when you are talking

system.

SAR, if they suspect it is tied to an

about ivory trafficking you can put

underlying category of predicate

in a predetermined code – or even,

One problem, Wittig said, was that

offences, they select from a list of

a specific code for a known wildlife

the extraordinary range of

defined glossary codes. For

trafficking network – let’s say there

terminology used to describe

instance, a SAR notifying law

has been some NGO reporting on

varieties of wildlife meant that

enforcement of potential money

a known network, and then when

categorising SARs was a “huge

laundering related to the proceeds

banks are looking at that they can

problem” for compliance officers,

of benefit fraud would be filed

put in a code so they can say this

and for FIUs who wanted to use

under XXF1XX. When law

relates to that – and then an

the data during an investigation.

enforcement conducts an

investigator can pull that as

investigation into suspected

appropriate,” he said.

“You have scientific names,

benefit fraud, officers can extract

common names, things are called

data under that code from ELMER,

The RUSI study ultimately found

different things in different places.

the UK’s SAR database.

that SARs are “virtually unused” as

You almost have to be a zoologist

a source of intelligence in IWT

or an international wildlife trade

cases in the UK.
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When SARs are filed, the report’s

dysfunction of the AML system. I

more detailed exchange of

authors found that 70 percent of

think that’s also why a lot of

information on specific cases

SARs identified as related to IWT

people are interested in it. It’s a

would require engagement in a

cited adverse media reporting as

benign issue to expose these big

formal public-private partnership

their “reason for suspicion”. Reid

limitations,” he said.

like JMLIT. The RUSI report calls

said that many filings related to

for the establishment of a working

transactions completed years prior

Law enforcement resources and a

group, but notes that as of late

to the SAR being filed, and “tended

PPP are key, say experts

2021, IWT was not considered a

to be when press releases had

JMLIT priority.

come out around the convictions

Kate Bedwell highlighted the South

of certain individuals, that then

African Anti-Money Laundering

Reid told Financial Crime Digest

were harvested up through

Integrated Taskforce (SAMLIT),

that the UK’s National Wildlife

adverse media. Then obligated

which launched in December 2019

Crime Unit (NWCU), who are the

actors were filing historic SARs

and has an IWT-focused expert

key civil administrative unit for

saying “oh, we had transactions

working group, as one of the best

intelligence development and

that we see to be suspicious in

examples of a public private

supporting front-line law

light of this.” But by then it is too

partnership which seeks to bring

enforcement authorities, did not

late, the person has already been

banks and law enforcement

have an in-house financial

convicted.”

together to tackle IWT through the

investigator or any staff who had

sharing of information subject

access to the ELMER SARs

Wittig said that the challenge of

local legal frameworks. “This

database at the time of the study

IWT exposed broader problems

group regularly sits together and

– although the Home Office has

with the SAR system. “Does

the achievements and successes

since provided money to hire at

anyone have an example of where

of this initiative are inspirational.

least one financial investigator for

SARs have been used proactively,

We would encourage other

the unit.

in any case, in any country, ever?

countries, including the UK, to

There may be, but I don’t know of

implement similar IWT expert

“There is a complete disconnect

any case where that has

working groups within their

between promoting ‘follow the

happened. From my experience in

domestic public private

money’ approaches on the

government and working with the

partnerships,” she said.

international stage and the failure

public and private sectors since

to prioritise financial investigations

then, it’s primarily a research

The UK currently lacks an

in environmental crime cases at

database. It’s one of the historical

equivalent solution to SAMLIT – its

home in the UK,” she said.

databases you look at. And it’s

Joint Money Laundering

useful! It’s useful from an

Intelligence Taskforce brings the

Authors:

intelligence perspective and an

financial sector and law

Roger Hamilton-Martin, Financial

investigative perspective. It shows

enforcement together to discuss a

Services Journalist

you relationships and transactions.

variety of other predicate crimes,

roger.hamiltonmartin@aperio-

But it’s a legacy database, not

but there is currently no IWT

intelligence.com

proactive. But it is pitched as the

expert working group involved.

Diana Vasile, Junior Editor

opposite,” he said.

While an organisation like United

diana.vasile@aperio-

for Wildlife can provide actionable

intelligence.com

Working in the wildlife trafficking

intelligence for banks and connect

space he said had seen “a lot of

them with law enforcement, a
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GUIDANCE

UK releases guidance for trading under Russia
sanctions
transactions, and trading with

also applies to technical

certain businesses and individuals.

assistance, brokering and financial
services, insurance and

The Department for International

reinsurance services, and imports

Trade reminds relevant

consigned or originating from

stakeholders that under the Russia

Russia.

trade sanctions, trade prohibitions
The UK Department for

apply for military goods and

Licences may be granted for

International Trade on 8 June

technology, items defined by

certain deliveries and services,

published guidance for trading

Chapter 93 of the Goods

including humanitarian assistance.

under the UK’s Russian sanctions

Classification Table, technical

Prior obligations may also

regime, clarifying the import and

assistance, armed personnel, or

constitute a reason to receive a

export restrictions that apply to

financial services that aids military

licence, assuming that the prior

UK companies.

activities, and dual-use goods.

obligation arose prior to the date

Other prohibited categories include

of designation, is not related to

UK companies are warned that

quantum computing, aviation and

trade provisions, and do not lead

they should be prepared for any

space goods and technology,

to funds being made available to a

Russia-related trading to consist of

energy-related products and

designated person.

a highly unpredictable

services, oil refining goods and

environment due to individual and

technology, and any goods that

The guidance also offers

entity designations as well as

originate in Ukrainian territory not

clarification on shipping sanctions,

Russian retaliation, including

presently under Ukrainian control

noting that it prohibits Russian

through counter sanctions.

or infrastructure or tourism-related

ships and any other ships

Businesses are also reminded that

services in those territories.

identified by the Secretary of State

trade sanctions include all UK

Prohibitions also cover iron and

from entering UK ports, grants the

persons worldwide as well as any

steel, luxury items, and internet

Secretary of State and harbour

persons on UK territory, with

services.

authorities the power to issue port
barring directions to ship captains,

violations treated as a criminal
offence. The three primary areas

Prohibitions are also in place for

and block registration of certain

of trading impacted by sanctions

trading via third countries,

vessels.

against Russia are the movement

including certain goods and

of goods in and out of Russia,

technology exports and imports to

supplier and customer

or from Russia or Russiancontrolled territory in Ukraine. This
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US FinCEN issues elder financial exploitation
advisory

The US Treasury’s Financial

scam typologies generally include

significant withdrawals of cash,

Crimes Enforcement Network

government imposter scams,

transfers of cash from the victim’s

(FinCEN) issued on 15 June an

romance scams, emergency or

account or attempts to wire large

advisory on elder financial

person-in-need scams, lottery and

sums of money; (2) the older

exploitation (EFE), which

sweepstakes scams or tech and

customer purchasing large

highlights emerging EFE trends

customer support scams. The

numbers of gift cards or prepaid

and typologies, as well as red flag

paper includes a series of

access cards or suddenly

indicators to be considered by

behavioural and financial red flag

displaying an interest in buying

financial institutions (FIs) for

indicators to assist FIs with

convertible virtual currency (CVC);

identifying, preventing, and

identifying, preventing, and

(3) sudden or recurrent non-

reporting fraud and abuse

reporting suspicious activity

sufficient fund activity or debit

targeting older customers.

related to EFE. FinCEN

transactions which are

recommends that FIs conduct

“inconsistent” with an older

FinCEN notes that in 2021, FIs

additional due diligence where

customer; (4) the older customer

filed 72,000 suspicious activity

appropriate, in line with their risk-

receiving and transferring funds

reports (SARs) related to EFE, an

based approach to compliance

interstate or abroad to various

increase of 10,000 SARs

with the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA),

persons or sending checks or wire

compared to the previous year.

and to remain vigilant for potential

transfers with descriptions

Most common EFE schemes

customers who may be EFE

such as “tech support services”,

involve either theft of an older

perpetrators, facilitators, or

“winnings”, or “taxes”.

adult’s assets, funds, or income by

victims.

a known or trusted person, or

FinCEN press release

scams involving money transfers

According to the document,

to a stranger in exchange for a

financial red flags of EFE may

“promised benefit or good”. Elder

include, inter alia: (1) frequent or
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UK Home Office publishes guidance on risks of
illegal migration to UK
The UK Home Office published on

guidance, to knowingly arrive in the

Applying for a Refugee Family

17 June guidance for migrants on

UK without a valid entry clearance

Reunion visa if one was

the risks and realities of

when one is required, and one

separated from their partner or

travelling to the UK through

could face up to four years in jail

parent when they were forced

dangerous or illegal routes, and

and be removed to a safe country

to leave their country

the safe and legal alternatives.

if arriving illegally. Individuals

The guidance notes that French

caught assisting people smugglers

and UK authorities have

may also be criminally actioned by

prevented in 2021 over 23,000

the UK government.

attempts to travel illegally to the
UK. Over 6,000 crossings have

Notably, the guidance recalls that

been prevented so far in 2022,

tougher penalties have been

more than twice as many as same

introduced for people smugglers

time last year.

with a maximum penalty of life
imprisonment. Furthermore, an

Applying to the Afghan
Relocations and Assistance
Policy, which helps people
formerly employed by the UK
government in Afghanistan
who are assessed to be under
serious threat to life
Applying to the Afghan Citizens
Resettlement Scheme, which

The guide warns that people

employer who is found to be

smugglers are often members of

employing someone illegally may

organised crime groups and may

be fined or face prosecution. The

force migrants into dangerous

Home Office also informs

situations. The UK-France Joint

migrants that their access to

Intelligence Cell, which was

renting private accommodation, to

established in July 2020, has

public funds, secondary health

Applying for the Ukraine Family

dismantled 21 organised crime

care, bank accounts and driving

Scheme visa, in case of

groups and secured over 500

licences is restricted if they are in

Ukrainian nationals with settled

arrests. Moreover, the Home Office

the UK illegally.

family in the UK

Safe and legal routes to
enter the UK include

Applying for the Ukraine

informs that, since 2020, the UK
government investigations have
led to over 140 convictions relating
to people smuggling cases
involving vans, lorries, cars and
yachts, and a further 49 small boat
related prosecutions.

Applying for a visa when
desiring to come to the UK to

began on 6 January and has
since provided so far up to
20,000 women, children and
others at risk with a safe and
legal route to resettle in the UK

Sponsorship Scheme (also
known as ‘Homes for Ukraine’),
in case of Ukrainian nationals
without settled family in the UK

work, study or remain with
family

Home Office Guidance

and introducing new criminal

Applying to the UK

Applying for a visa

offences for people coming to the

Resettlement Scheme via the

UK illegally. It will be a criminal

UN Refugee Agency

The UK is toughening penalties

offence, according to the
35
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US agencies issue joint advisory on China statesponsored cyber actors
providers, the CISA reports. The report also highlights
major vulnerabilities linked to network devices
constantly exploited by PRC cyber actors since 2020.
PRC state-sponsored actors often use open-source
tools for reconnaissance and vulnerability scanning,
with actors purportedly using “router specific
software frameworks, RouterSploit and RouterScan to
identify models and vulnerabilities for further
investigation and exploitation”. The advisory further
The US Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency (CISA), National Security Agency (NSA), and
Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) on 7 June
released a joint cybersecurity advisory (CSA) with
details on ways in which People’s Republic of China
(PRC) state-sponsored cyber actors manipulate
weaknesses to establish a wide network of
compromised infrastructure across public and
private entities.
The advisory lists PRC state-sponsored actions
purportedly aiming to target and compromise major
telecommunications companies and network service
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reports that PRC state sponsored cyber actors have
identified critical users and infrastructure including
systems critical to preserving authentication,
authorisation, and accounting security.
In terms of best practices, the document advises
companies to disable unnecessary ports and
protocols, replace end-of-life infrastructure, and
implement a centralised patch management system.
CISA press release (7 June 2022)
Joint advisory (7 June 2022)
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SPEECHES

MEPs discuss Anti-Money Laundering Authority
proposal
AMLA as a “game changer” and as a needed tool for
enforcing the sanctions against Russian oligarchs.
Garicano informed that the draft report has 199
amendments. Particularly, in terms of the AMLA’s
direct supervision, he indicated that the EP “wants to
increase the number of entities” directly supervised
compared to the EU Commission’s proposal. The
Commission’s proposal also fails, according to
Garicano, in relation to the information collection and
the ability of the AMLA to “actually act”. The draft
report finds that formats in which information will be
The European Parliament’s (EP) Civil Liberties and

provided to the AMLA should be standardised and

Economic Affairs committees discussed on 15 June

that the AMLA should be able to share its information

a draft report on the proposal for a regulation

with FIUs and Europol.

establishing the Authority for Anti-Money
Laundering and Countering the Financing of

Radev further explained that the supervisory

Terrorism (AMLA) and amending Regulations (EU)

authorities should provide information to the AMLA

No 1093/2010, (EU) 1094/2010, and (EU)

on the weaknesses identified during ongoing

1095/2010. The proposal was presented by the EU

supervisory and authorisation procedures. Moreover,

Commission in July 2021 as part of the AML

he noted that the AMLA should be given the powers to

package.

create “regulatory technical standards and
harmonised methodology and criteria for the

The AMLA would be responsible for AML/CFT

categorisation of the inherent and residual risks”,

supervision and for supporting EU Financial

adding that he envisages creating a methodology for

Intelligence Units (FIUs). Ahead of the discussion, co-

defining administrative sanction categories and levels.

rapporteur Emil Radev noted that the “AMLA must

He informed that the information regarding

have enough time to develop its full potential and

sanctioning decisions “will only be published after the

contribute to winning the fight against money

entity has exhausted all other administrative and

laundering and terrorist financing”. Radev stresses

judicial procedures”.

that “it is crucial that the FIUs and AMLA work in very
good cooperation and exchange information” and that

EP press release

the “AMLA must have a strong coordinating role”.
EP draft report on Commission proposal (16 May)

The other co-rapporteur, Luis Garicano, stated during
the meeting that “it’s really time for the EU to be
bolder and to take real action”. He describes the
37

EU Commission proposal for AMLA regulation (20 J…
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Experts launch toolkit on addressing security
and human rights challenges in complex
environments
According to Adjami, the revised Toolkit includes a
“comprehensive review” of business and human rights
literature, updated sources and more case studies
that consider the developments that have occurred in
the business, security and human rights regulatory
environment, which Adjami describes as very
dynamic. It is “quite challenging to keep up with the
developments and I think companies feel that too.
The regulatory framework is changing quite rapidly
and leading more businesses to look at these issues”,
The Geneva Centre for Security Sector Governance
(DCAF), the International Committee of the Red
Cross (ICRC) and the Geneva Centre for Business
and Human Rights (GCBHR) hosted on 16 June a
webinar on how companies, governments and
communities can collaborate to address security
and human rights challenges.
The webinar marked the launch of the revised
Security & Human Rights Toolkit and explored multistakeholder initiatives (MSIs) focusing on securityrelated human rights risks and how the new version of
the Toolkit can help companies address said risks,
engage with communities and develop security
arrangements with host states.
DCAF Business and Security Division (BSD) Program
Manager Mirna Adjami stated for the Financial Crime

Digest that the Toolkit was updated “significantly”,
with the main structure maintained, particularly in the
four challenge areas (working with host governments,
public security forces, private security providers and
communities) which reportedly resonated with
companies’ experience.

she notes.
Another highlight of the new edition is its interactive
feature, which Adjami shows was implemented based
on the feedback received from users. She states that
the Toolkit “is not meant to be necessarily read cover
to cover”. Rather, companies “can pick one of the four
chapters, then they can pick one of the challenges”
according to the context and the industry they operate
in. The interactive feature also allows users to “see
how other pieces from different chapters feed into”
the area that they choose as a priority.
Mozambique’s Centre for Democracy and
Development Director Adriano Nuvunga noted during
the webinar that the revised Toolkit “is being launched
at the right time”. He comments that the Toolkit
shows stakeholders that the security issue “needs to
be anchored in community participation”. Nuvunga
further stressed that dialogue empowers local
communities to “be part of the security strategy of the
business” and that collective action is “much needed”.
ICRC Economic Advisor Claude Voillat also stated that
the revised Toolkit is “very much based on the
premise that business, security and human rights
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challenges are best tackled through collaboration

stakeholders a “comprehensive overview of the

among the concerned stakeholders”. Moreover, he

measures that are required to ensure responsible

believes that many companies conducting business

business engagement”.

in complex environments “are going to face in the
coming decade” challenges that call for MSIs.

Brian Gonsalves, vice president of the Group Security
and Human Rights of gold mining company

Nuvunga provided examples of challenges currently

AngloGold Ashanti, noted that security and human

faced in Cabo Delgado. Particularly, he reported that

rights issues have become “increasingly relevant” and

human rights abuses are prevalent in the case of

difficult. In this context, Gonsalves described the

people involved “mainly in artisanal type of extractive

Toolkit as a “one-stop shop” providing access to a

area” and some of the abuses are allegedly

“wealth of information”. Most important for Gonsalves

perpetrated by “elements of the state or related to the

is the practical focus of the Toolkit, which addresses

state”. Another issue, according to Nuvunga, is that in

“real life security and human rights challenges” and

the context of the ongoing conflict, security forces in

provides good practices and a collection of resources.

areas where extractive activity takes place are

Accordingly, he showed that the Toolkit is his

reported to commit abuses against the local

company’s “go-to reference document” for its security

population.

strategy.

Nuvunga underlined that another human rights issue

DCAF BSD Project Officer Anna Marie Burdzy

in Cabo Delgado particularly stems from the fact that

described the Toolkit as a “toolkit of tools”, which

the “wealth in that province and in the country is not

includes norms, good practices, standards and

being translated into the improvement of livelihoods

benchmarks including supply chain standards, other

of people”, denying them their right to development.

due diligence guidance, sector specific guidance and
concrete case studies. Accordingly, “it helps

Frédéric Chenais, business and human rights senior

companies to benchmark the way that they engage

advisor at the Swiss Federal Department of Foreign

with host governments, with public security forces,

Affairs, commended the MSIs for their contribution to

private security providers and communities” and

the development of standards “in a collaborative way”

“benchmark their own policies”, according to Burdzy.

and for their role in “on the ground implementation”
and in “finding practical solutions”.

Adjami informed the Financial Crime Digest that the
DCAF will keep track of the developments in the field

The Swiss government, Chenais stated, finds that

and will update the Toolkit on a rolling basis “as

security and human rights MSIs and regulations “are

developments arise”. Users of the Toolkit are also

complementing each other”. UN Development

encouraged to consider the DCAF and the ICRC as a

Programme (UNDP) Business and Human Rights

further resource that could also potentially assist

Specialist Siniša Milatović also emphasised the

“with the implementation of some of the

importance of a multi-stakeholder approach in the

recommendations from the Toolkit”.

UNDP’s work. Milatović announced during the webinar
the launch of the UNDP’s guidance on heightened

Webinar info and recording

human rights due diligence for businesses in conflictaffected contexts, which “identifies triggers for when
companies should implement heightened due
diligence” and provides businesses and other
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US Treasury Deputy Secretary discusses
unhosted crypto wallets and related risks

US Treasury Deputy Secretary

The official further mentions the

digital assets, one of the focus

Wally Adeyemo discussed on 10

sanctions the Treasury imposed

areas relates to travel rule

June at an event organised by

on Hydra, the world's largest

compliance in the cryptocurrency

CoinDesk Llc the role of

darknet market, and Garantex, a

sector. This regulation requires the

innovation in delivering improved

virtual currency exchange also

collection of data on the actual

technology and financial services

active beyond Russian borders.

person transferring funds, and its

to consumer and businesses.

According to the official, “analysis

transmission to all financial

of Garantex transactions indicates

entities involved in a payment.

Adeyemo addressed the Treasury

more than $100 million in

Department’s approaches to the

transactions associated with illicit

In addition, the official notes that

digital assets landscape and the

actors and darknet markets”.

Treasury is targeting unhosted

role of regulation in promoting “the

wallets, as financial institutions are

kind of innovation we need to

Adeyemo adds that TerraUSD

required to know the exact parties

maintain US leadership of the

(UST) Stablecoin and Luna Coin’s

to a transaction to ensure that they

global financial system”. The

crashes speak to the need for

do not engage in business with

official cites Russia and

legislators to address the risks

criminals or sanctioned entities.

Afghanistan as areas showcasing

posed by stablecoins. As the

why certain forms of regulation in

Treasury Department and wider

the financial sector are urgently

Biden administration collaborate

required.

on tackling the issues raised by the
president’s executive order on

40

US Treasury press release (10 …
CoinDesk article (10 June 2022)
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

G7 leaders commit to fighting corruption,
sanctions evasion, hybrid threats, and human
rights abuse

During its 48th summit on 26-28

an international reconstruction

(FATF) move to strengthen its

June in Elmau, Germany, the

conference and an international

standards on BO transparency and

Group of 7 (G7) committed to

reconstruction plan, which will be

expect their “swift

enhancing internal security in

developed and implemented by

implementation”. The FATF

light of transnational threats

Ukraine in close coordination with

released for public consultation on

posed by hybrid threats and

international partners".

23 June a white paper which

information manipulation, as well

seeks to clarify the definition of

as intensifying efforts against

Corruption and related illicit

‘beneficial owner’, strengthen the

transnational organised crime,

finance will be among the main

requirement for countries to have

such as cybercrime,

targets of the G7’s efforts to

access to BO information

environmental crime, trafficking

“defend the integrity and

regarding legal arrangements, as

in human beings, and labour

transparency of democratic

well as ensuring that the

exploitation, particularly in the

systems”, according to the leaders,

information accessible to

context of Russia’s aggression

particularly through implementing

competent authorities is timely,

against Ukraine.

and strengthening beneficial

adequate, accurate, independently

ownership (BO) transparency

sourced and up-to-date. In

With regard to Ukraine, German

registers’ “accuracy, adequacy and

addition, among other things, the

Chancellor Olaf Scholz stated on

timeliness”.

consultation seeks to (1) clarify

behalf of the G7 that “[w]e are

the scope of legal arrangements

firmly committed to supporting

The leaders welcomed the

and obligations on trustees; (2)

Ukraine's reconstruction through

Financial Action Task Force’s

suggest new risk assessment
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obligations; and (3) hear from

pursuant to Executive Order

such as the Trade and Technology

stakeholders on how legal

14024.

Council (TTC), the Quad, the Future

arrangements could be misused
for money laundering/terrorist

Tech Forum, and the Global

financing (ML/TF) purposes.

The importance of upholding

“Transparency International has

labour standards was also raised,

found there are myriad obstacles
hindering multilateral efforts to
target Russian elites and their
wealth”, said Maíra Martini, corrupt
money flow expert at TI.
Commending the G7 decision to
“look beyond Russia” in terms of
sanctions, she indicated that “[o]ne
concrete way they can do that is to
expand [the Russian Elites,
Proxies, and Oligarchs Task Force]
REPO’s mandate to target illicit
wealth from everywhere and make
it a permanent body”. The leaders
noted that they will request REPO
to report back by the end of the
year on potential additional
measures.
Following the conclusion of the
summit, US Secretary of State
Antony Blinken announced that the
US State Department and Treasury
Department are sanctioning
“Russia’s largest
defense conglomerate (State
Corporation Rostec) and dozens of
Russia’s defense industrial base
entities”, as well as “an individual in
Ukraine illegitimately installed as a
mayor by Russia, as well as 19
Rostec board members and nine
of their adult family members”

42

human rights and of international
with the leaders committing to
“accelerating progress […] with a
view to remove all forms of forced
labour from global supply chains,
including state-sponsored forced
labour”. The leaders pledged to
align with the UN Guiding
Principles on Business and Human
Rights, the ILO Tripartite
Declaration of Principles
concerning Multinational
Enterprises and Social Policy and
the Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECD) guidelines regarding
responsible business conduct.
To increase cyber resilience of
critical digital infrastructure within
G7 countries and in response to
“new and disruptive digital
technologies, such as quantum
computing”, the leaders decided to
endorse the Joint Declaration on
Cyber Resilience of Digital
Infrastructure.
Highlighting that the use of digital
technologies also fosters negative
environmental impacts, the G7
leaders noted that they will
continue their work on building

Partnership on Artificial
Intelligence (GPAI). “We need to be
more ambitious if we want to meet
our climate targets,” said Scholz,
adding that the open Climate Club
established during the summit
would aim to promote
collaboration, help maintain
competitiveness and make climate
protection a competitive
advantage.
Declaring themselves “seriously
concerned” about the situation
unfolding in the East and South
China seas, the G7 said “[w]e
stress that there is no legal basis
for China’s expansive maritime
claims in the South China Sea”.
Furthermore, with respect to the
human rights situation, they stated
“[w]e are gravely concerned about
the human rights situation in
China. We will continue to promote
universal values, including by
calling on China to respect
universal human rights and
fundamental freedoms, including
in Tibet and in Xinjiang where
forced labour is of major concern
to us”.
G7 Leaders’ Communiqué
Executive summary

upon multilateral dialogues to
ensure democratic and marketoriented technology standards,

US State Department press rel…
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FATF plenary outcomes include changes to grey
list, Russia statement, report on virtual assets
requirements implementation
lifting or modifying these

political level, to show full

restrictions”.

compliance within the timescale
given”, a press release reads.

Regarding the inclusion of
Gibraltar on the so-called “grey

Notably, Malta is shown to have

list”, the FATF shows that Gibraltar

significantly improved its

“made a high-level political

AML/CFT regime. The country was

The Financial Action Task Force

commitment to work with the

grey-listed in June 2021 over

(FATF) published on 17 June the

FATF” and the Council of Europe’s

deficiencies related to “the

conclusions of its plenary that

Committee of Experts on the

detection of inaccurate company

took place between 14 and 17

Evaluation of Anti-Money

ownership information and

June. The outcomes include a

Laundering Measures and the

sanctions on gatekeepers who fail

statement regarding Russia,

Financing of Terrorism (Moneyval)

to obtain accurate beneficial

adding Gibraltar on the list of

“to strengthen the effectiveness of

ownership information” (BOI) “as

jurisdictions under increased

its” anti-money laundering and

well as the pursuit of tax-based”

monitoring and removing Malta

countering financing of terrorism

ML cases “utilising financial

from the list.

(AML/CFT) regime. The country

intelligence”. Malta’s Prime

has made progress “on a

Minister Robert Abela reportedly

On Russia, the FATF decided “to

significant number” of

stated that the “reform process

severely limit” Russia’s role and

recommendations outlined in its

was a challenge which we turned

influence within the Task Force.

December 2019 mutual evaluation

into an example of how Malta was

Accordingly, Russia can no longer

report, according to the FATF.

a reputable financial jurisdiction”.

hold any leadership or advisory

Nevertheless, Gibraltar is expected

The country is expected to

roles or take part in decision-

to work on implementing its action

continue working with Moneyval

making on standard-setting, FATF

plan.

“to sustain its improvements”.

governance and membership

HM Government of Gibraltar

Following the plenary, the FATF

matters. The country is also

informs that the country’s action

released on 23 June a white paper

prohibited from providing

plan relates to pursuing regulatory

for public consultation on

assessors, reviewers or other

sanctions and final confiscation

strengthening the FATF standard

experts for FATF peer-review

judgements. It is expected to

on BOI for trusts and other legal

processes. The FATF notes that it

complete action plan items by May

arrangements. The consultation

“will monitor the situation” and will

2023. “HM Government of

welcomes views by 1 August

consider at its future plenaries

Gibraltar fully accepts this Action

particularly on: (1) the scope of

“whether the grounds exist for

Plan as identified by the FATF and

legal arrangements, risk

is committed, at the highest

assessment and foreign trusts; (2)

peer review processes,
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obligations of trustees; (3)

jurisdictions have not yet fully

information sharing and data

definition of beneficial owners; (4)

implemented FATF’s” standards for

protection; (3) in September the

approach in collecting BOI; (5)

VAs and VASPs. Jurisdictions are

mutual evaluation reports of

adequate, accurate and up-to-date

urged to implement the FATF’s

Germany and the Netherlands,

information; and (6) obstacles to

Travel Rule, which requires VASPs

both shown to have “strong”

transparency.

and other financial institutions to

technical compliance with the

share relevant originator and

FATF Standards; and (4) in October

The FATF also published on 30

beneficiary information alongside

guidance on the implementation of

June a targeted update on the

virtual asset transactions.

the FATF Standard on BOI for legal

implementation of the FATF

persons.

standards to prevent the misuse of

Additionally, the FATF announced

virtual assets (VAs) and virtual

that it will release: (1) in July a

asset service providers (VASPs)

guidance aiming to help the real

for ML/TF and proliferation

estate sector to implement risk-

financing. The report highlights

based measures to prevent

that the “vast majority of

ML/TF; (2) in July a report on

FATF plenary outcomes
FATF statement on Russia
Jurisdictions under increased …

UK, US seek to support anti-financial crime data
protection technology
algorithms to be trained on

The solutions will be showcased in

multiple data sets without

early 2023 at the second Summit

centralising information. In

for Democracy.

contrast to traditional techniques,
the method aims to keep data sets

The prize challenges project is part

unshared between servers to

of the Centre’s responsible data

The UK Centre for Data Ethics

mitigate data privacy and security

access work programme CDEI,

and Innovation (CDEI) announced

risks.

which is part of the Department

on 13 June further steps in the

for Digital, Culture, Media and

collaboration between UK and US

The official launch of the prize

Sport and collaborates with the

authorities on incentivising the

challenges will take place in the

White House Office of Science and

development of privacy-

summer, according to the

Technology Policy, the National

enhancing technologies (PETs) to

statement, and will allow

Institute of Standards and

be used in the fight against

participants to engage with

Technology, and the National

financial crime.

regulators in both countries, such

Science Foundation in the US on

as the Financial Crimes

the prize challenges.

CDEI states that the ‘prize

Enforcement Network in the US

challenges’ posed through the

and the Financial Conduct

collaboration will focus on

Authority and Information

federated learning, an evolving

Commissioner’s Office in the UK.

technology which allows
44

CDEI press release
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Ericsson probed over alleged Iraq bribery, former
executives acquitted in Djibouti case

Swedish multinational

The annual report also notes that

allegedly paid by the former

telecommunications company

the DOJ determined that the

Ericsson executives to Djibouti’s

Telefonaktiebolaget LM Ericsson

company had violated the DPA by

president, the chancellor of justice,

announced on 9 June that it has

failing to provide further details on

and the CEO of a state mobile

been engaging with authorities in

the post-DPA investigation. The

operator more than a decade ago.

relation to the review and

company adds that it is fully

The media outlet adds that all four

investigation of the company’s

cooperating with the investigation.

former company executives

former operations in Iraq.

denied allegations of misconduct.
In a separate case, the Solna

One of them is currently being

The US Securities and Exchange

District Court on 21 June acquitted

prosecuted in the US for the

Commission (SEC) has informed

four former company executives

alleged fraud.

the company that it has launched

charged with bribing Djibouti

an investigation into its activities

officials to secure a 3G contract

The ICIJ reported on 20 April that

covered in the 2019 Iraq probe

amounting to $20 million,

Ericsson is also being probed by

report, according to Ericsson. The

according to reporting by the

Sweden’s National Anti-Corruption

company’s 2021 annual report

International Centre for

Unit in relation to its management

notes that in March 2022 the US

Investigative Journalism (ICIJ),

of the alleged Iraq bribery case.

Department of Justice (DOJ)

citing local newspaper Dagens

announced that the information

Nyheter.

Ericsson press release (9 June…

Deferred Prosecution Agreement

According to the ICIJ, the court

Ericsson annual report (14 Ma…

(DPA) about its internal probe into

ruled that the prosecutors had not

Iraq activities was not sufficient.

found evidence about $2 million

provided by Ericsson prior to the
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UN Security Council discusses Libya political
and human rights developments
a sound and consensual

Fact-Finding Mission on Libya and

constitutional basis for elections”,

for collaboration to ensure that the

DiCarlo highlights.

“significant progress” seen in the
last few years towards a more

On the security environment,

inclusive society is maintained.

armed groups allegedly position
themselves in support of either

The UK’s representative James

The UN Security Council (UNSC)

internationally recognised

Kariuki emphasised that “parallel

on 27 June heard briefings on

Government of National Unity

Governments and institutions are

and discussed the situation in

Prime Minister Abdul Hamid al-

not working in the interest of the

Libya, which is reported to face

Dbeibeh or Prime Minister

Libyan people”. He calls for the

political division, a tense security

Designate of Libya Fathi

completion of the legal basis for

environment and an alarming

Bashagha.

elections and for the immediate
withdrawal from Libya of all

human rights situation.
In terms of economic

foreign forces and mercenaries,

Under-Secretary-General for

developments, DiCarlo notes that

including the Wagner Group.

Political and Peacebuilding Affairs

Libya continues to see a partial

Rosemary DiCarlo informed the

shutdown of its oil sector. Oil

Speaking for Ghana, Gabon and

UNSC on progress regarding the

exports are reduced by one third

Kenya, Ghana's Ambassador and

third round of consultations of the

and are costing the country $3.1

Permanent Representative to the

Libyan House of Representatives

billion in lost revenue, according to

UN Harold Adlai Agyeman further

and the High State Council, which

DiCarlo.

urged the UNSC to “push for the
implementation of the ceasefire

is an advisory body. DiCarlo notes
that the consultations, held from

DiCarlo also underlined the

agreement and the adherence to

12 to 20 June in Cairo, led to a

worrying human rights situation.

the arms embargo” and called for

“broad consensus on most of the

Particularly, politically active

disarmament, demobilisation and

contentious articles in the 2017

individuals are shown to be

reintegration efforts to be taken “in

Constitutional Proposal”. However,

targeted with hate speech and

a cross-border manner”. He also

“differences remain over the

incitement to violence. Moreover,

stated that the asset freezing

transitional period leading to the

the UN Support Mission in Libya

should be done “in consultation

elections”. The Libyan presidential

(UNSMIL) allegedly received since

with the Libyan authorities to

election was originally scheduled

May reports of “serious allegations

ensure they are preserved for the

for 10 December 2018 and then

of torture against Libyans,

benefit of the Libyan people”.

for 24 December 2021.

migrants and asylum-seekers in
detention facilities and prisons”.

Additionally, delegates of Albania,
France, Mexico, the US, and the UK

“The United Nations priority in
Libya remains to facilitate a return

DiCarlo calls for the extension of

expressed support for the renewal

to the electoral process, based on

the mandate of the Independent

of the UNSMIL’s mandate. The
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UNSC adopted on 29 April

internal affairs. This external

seize power through force and the

resolution 2629 (2022) extending

interference is impacting the

“refusal of peaceful transition of

until 31 July the mandate of the

appointment of a special envoy to

power to a new executive formed

UNSMIL.

the mission”, he added.

through a legitimate and
transparent process”. The

Libyan representative Taher M.T.

On 24 June, the governments of

Governments also call on the

Elsonni stated that the country’s

France, Germany, Italy, the US and

Libyan leaders “to agree on the

political situation “has been at an

the UK issued a joint statement

country’s public spending priorities

impasse” and calls on the UN and

commending the progress made

and establish a joint revenue

the African Union to support the

in the Cairo talks. The

management and oversight

national reconciliation track.

Governments call for the

structure”.

Elsonni highlights that conflicts

finalisation of the legal basis “so

are generated due to “superpowers

that credible, transparent, and

fighting over the country”. He

inclusive presidential and

notes “divisions inside the Council

parliamentary elections can be

that are affecting the future of the

held as soon as possible”. They

Libyan people”. “Some countries

reject actions such as the creation

are intervening inside the country’s

of parallel institutions, attempts to

UNSC meeting coverage
US State Department press rel…
UK government press release (…

Luxembourg freezes €4.2bn in Russian assets
The Luxembourg Business Register (LBR) has tracked
businesses registered with the local Registre de

commerce et des sociétés associated with
sanctioned individuals, the Ministry of Finance stated
during an extraordinary meeting chaired by Backes.
Over 1,100 individuals and 90 companies have been
listed so far, according to the ministry.
The national legislation, particularly the 2020
legislation on the implementation of sanctions in the
Finance Minister of Luxembourg Yuriko Backes on 7

financial sector, enables authorities with monitoring

June announced that Luxembourg authorities have

responsibilities to verify the extent to which the

frozen bank assets and securities amounting to

sanctions regime is pursued, the Finance Ministry

around €4.26 billion belonging to Russian

adds.

individuals and businesses linked with Russia’s war
in Ukraine.
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CONSULTATIONS

US FinCEN consults on no-action letter process
to enhance AML/CFT framework effectiveness
The US Financial Crimes

guidance and relief that FinCEN

FinCEN concluded in a 28 June

Enforcement Network (FinCEN)

already offers, including

2021 report to Congress that “it

issued on 3 June an advance

administrative rulings and

should plan towards a rulemaking

notice of proposed rulemaking

exceptive or exemptive relief.

to create a process for issuing no-

(ANPRM) to solicit public

Therefore, the ANPRM seeks

action letters in addition to its

comment on questions regarding

public input on whether a no-

current forms of regulatory

the implementation of a no-

action letter process should be

guidance and relief”. Nevertheless,

action letter process at FinCEN. A

implemented and, if so, how the

FinCEN highlights in the report

no-action letter, FinCEN informs,

process should interact with other

that a cross-regulator no-action

is a form of enforcement

forms of relief.

letter process “would present legal

discretion in which an agency

and practical challenges”.

states by letter that it will not

The ANPRM explains that an

take an enforcement action

administrative ruling binds FinCEN

Other concerns assessed in the

against the submitting party for

if it describes a specifically

report include the potential impact

specific conduct presented to the

identified actual situation, and it

of such a process on illicit finance

agency.

can have precedential value if

risks. The report shows areas and

FinCEN makes it available to the

situations where a no-action letter

FinCEN Acting Director Himamauli

public through publication on

process would potentially mitigate

Das notes that a no-action letter

FinCEN's website or another

or accentuate the illicit finance

process has the “potential to spur

appropriate forum. Furthermore,

risk. However, FinCEN finds that “a

innovation and enhance overall

exceptive or exemptive relief

more expedited dialogue could

effectiveness” of the anti-money

represents an exception to or

further mitigate” the risk and that it

laundering and countering

exemption from the Bank Secrecy

may add procedural safeguards to

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT)

Act (BSA). According to the

that end.

framework “and the

ANPRM, a no-action letter is used

implementation of financial

to indicate an agency’s intention

Comments on the ANPRM are

institutions’ compliance

not to take or recommend

expected to be submitted by 5

programs”.

enforcement action against a

August.

submitting party for the specific
FinCEN invites comments on all

conduct presented in the

aspects of the implementation of a

submitting party's request. The

no-action letter process. It also

ANPRM notes that such letters

highlights that the addition of such

generally address only prospective

a process may affect or overlap

activity not yet undertaken by the

with other forms of regulatory

submitting party.
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EBF publishes response to EC consultation on a
digital euro

The European Banking Federation

digital currency should foster

Concurrently, the EBF highlights

(EBF) on 16 June published its

innovation while operating

that it is essential “to clarify and

response to the European

differently from the current

understand the need that a digital

Commission’s (EC) consultation

payment solutions available on the

euro will respond to" in order to

on a digital euro, which it

market.

understand how and when banks

considers a “key topic for the

can play a role in AML/CFT

European banking industry as a

The retail digital euro project

controls and in fraud prevention.

digital euro seeks to respond to

presents both potential and

Furthermore, the banking system’s

the unprecedented speed of

significant risks for the European

key competencies, such as

digitalisation of the economy and

banking sector and overall

existing access channels, know

payments”.

economy, the EBF notes. However,

your customer, AML and CFT

banks could ensure resilience

processes can continue to be used

Specifically, the EBF considers a

across the whole ecosystem,

without any additions of new

digital euro as posing significant

mitigate operational risks, and act

infrastructure, the EBF adds.

challenges relating to financial

responsibly for regulatory

stability, the establishment of a

requirements such as anti-money

sustainable business model for

laundering and countering the

intermediaries and meeting user

financing of terrorism (AML/CFT).

needs. Furthermore, it notes that a
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PRESS AND MEDIA

OCCRP investigation claims Nordic banks
ignored red flags for transactions worth €3.9bn
percent each. The audits, completed in May 2019,
were apparently launched following the media
revelations, spearheaded by OCCRP, about the
‘Azerbaijani laundromat’ functioning in the Baltic
branches of Danske Bank A/S.
Transactions reviewed by the auditors reportedly
include dealings of German national Juri Sudheimer,
who stated during the course of a corruption
investigation that a Russian governor “forced” him to
The Organised Crime and Corruption Reporting

Project (OCCRP) reported on 13 June that Nordic
financial institutions DNB Bank ASA and Nordea
Bank Abp disregarded money laundering concerns
on transactions worth nearly €4 billion.
The findings are based on two previously unseen
audit reports indicating that separate transactions
worth over €17 billion required further probing. The
audit concerning the €4 billion in suspicious transfers
reportedly identifies “high-volume transactions with
counterparties associated with potential financial
crime schemes, unexplained wire activity, shell

pay a bribe with “the FSB’s money”, referring to
Moscow’s Federal Security Service (Федеральная

служба безопасности, FSB). Sudheimer reportedly
owned an engine lubricant company, SCT Lubricants,
which was a DNB client in Lithuania and ostensibly
transacted with a Belarussian state-owned refinery,
OJSC Naftan, as late as six years after it was
designated by the US.
SCT Lubricants CEO Dimitri Ignatov informed OCCRP
that the company had stopped dealing with Naftan
before the EU imposed its own restrictive measures
after Russia’s invasion of Ukraine in late February.

companies, and adverse media”.
DNB and Nordea agreed in 2016 to merge their
branches in Estonia, Latvia, and Lithuania, forming

OCCRP article
OCCRP article (3 November 2017)

Luminor Bank AS. In 2018, US-based investment fund
Blackstone Inc acquired a majority package in
Luminor in 2018, with the Nordic banks left with 20
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US DOJ is reported to enhance role of unit in
corporate settlements, introduce CCOs
certification requirement
On the DOJ’s CCOs certification requirement, it is
reported that it requires CCOs to represent that the
company’s programme “is reasonably designed to
detect and prevent violations of the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act” as well as “other applicable anticorruption laws”.
Assistant Attorney General Kenneth A. Polite Jr
announced in March that he has asked his team “to
consider requiring both the CEO and the CCO to
The US Department of Justice’s (DOJ) Fraud
Section’s Corporate Enforcement, Compliance and
Policy Unit Assistant Chief Lauren Kootman stated
during a Women's White Collar Defense Association
panel that the unit is increasing its staff to enhance
its role in corporate settlements, the Wall Street

Journal reported on 22 June. Furthermore, Kootman
reportedly confirmed that a forthcoming DOJ policy
will require chief compliance officers (CCOs) to
certify representations about their companies’
compliance programmes in settlement agreements
with the DOJ.
Regarding the unit’s role, Kootman notes that it “has
taken on over the last several years more
responsibilities for overseeing corporate resolutions,
ensuring consistency, and also specifically looking at
compliance and how compliance factors into our
resolutions”. The unit is shown to be currently
focusing on employing more lawyers with compliance

certify at the end of the term of the agreement that
the company’s compliance [programme] is reasonably
designed and implemented to detect and prevent
violations of the law […] and is functioning effectively”.
Polite then added that in certain resolutions, “we will
require additional certification language”. The aim of
the certification, according to Polite, is “to further
empower” CCOs.
He highlighted that the requirement “is not punitive in
nature”, but rather “the type of resource that
compliance officials, including myself, have wanted
for some time”. Polite informed on the same occasion
that the DOJ expects companies to implement
compliance programmes that: (1) are well designed;
(2) are adequately resourced and empowered to
function effectively; and (3) work in practice.
Wall Street Journal article
Assistant Attorney General Polite remarks (25 March)

expertise to help assess corporate compliance
programmes.
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London Times pulls article revealing Johnson
wanted to appoint future wife as chief of staff
According to the Times article,

he was in contact with

Boris Johnson appeared poised to

representatives for the persons

appoint Symonds, whom he

involved “for up to 48 hours before

married in 2021, to a position

the paper went to press. At no

which has a minimum annual

point did any of them offer an on-

salary of £100,000 paid from

the-record denial of any element of

public funds. Three advisers

the story”. Furthermore, he

An 18 June article in the morning

threatened to tender their

reportedly received no denials

edition of the Times of London

resignation if the appointment

since, including off-the-record.

reported that UK Foreign Office

were to happen, according to the

staff intervened in 2018 to derail

article.

The Guardian reported on 19 June
that a spokesperson for Carrie

then-Secretary Boris Johnson’s
efforts to appoint former

One ally of Johnson’s was

Johnson categorically denied the

Conservative Party Director of

concerned of the negative

allegations.

Communications Carrie Symonds

exposure, reportedly calling the

as chief of staff. The revelations

move an “insane risk”. The Daily

were taken out of later editions of

Mail also reported on the claim,

the newspaper, according to

but the article was only briefly

subsequent media reports.

online on Saturday. Simon Walters,
who wrote the Times article,

Daily Mail article – archived ve…
New European article (18 June…
New European article (19 June…

informed The New European that

Police asked to investigate after media reports
that Prince Charles accepted millions in cash as
donations
The UK’s Prince Charles accepted

investigation into the matter,

€3 million in cash from an

while a former MP asked the

influential Qatari sheikh, with a

Metropolitan Police Service to

third of the amount apparently

include the event into its ongoing

handed over in a suitcase, The

cash-for-honours inquiry,

Sunday Times revealed on 25

according to a 27 June article in

June. The Charity Commission is

The Guardian.

considering whether to launch an
52
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Former Qatari Prime Minister

ex-official’s name appears in both

suggestion connects to a

Sheikh Hamad bin Jassim bin

the Panama and Pandora Papers.

September 2021 scandal – now

Jaber al-Thani, who held the helm

scrutinised by the police – that

of the government between 2007

According to The Sunday Times,

The Prince’s Foundation arranged

and 2013, apparently donated the

the cash was handed to the Prince

support for Saudi millionaire

money in €500 notes between

of Wales’s Charitable Fund, a

Mahfouz Marei Mubarak bin

2011 and 2015. The highest

grant-making charity, and there is

Mahfouz’s to obtain a knighthood

denomination of Euro banknotes

no suggestion of illegality.

in exchange for substantial

has since been discontinued from

Nevertheless, The Guardian

donations.

issuance out of fears that it can be

reports that former Liberal

used for illegal purposes, including

Democrat MP Norman Baker

terrorist financing.

asked that the Met consider the
case, since it ostensibly

Al-Thani stated in a 2017 interview

contradicts Clarence House’s

that Qatar “maybe” supported al-

previous claims that Prince

Qaeda’s Syrian branch, Al-Nusra

Charles is not directly involved in

Front during his premiership. The

fundraising efforts. Baker’s

The Sunday Times article
The Times article (27 June 20…
The Guardian article (27 June …

Chinese President Xi reportedly calls for ‘full
victory’ in anti-corruption campaign
Xi reportedly underlined

complex”. “We should never

achievements in combating

underestimate the stubbornness

corruption, particularly regarding

and harm of corruption”, Xi

anti-corruption systems and

reportedly stated. The Chinese

mechanisms, addressing the “root

president maintains that the

causes”, sanctioning corruption

country has “zero tolerance for

and establishing relevant

corruption”.

Chinese President Xi Jinping

institutions and regulations. He

urged during a group study

also highlighted advancements in

Xi also reportedly stated that the

session of the Political Bureau of

anti-corruption law enforcement

fight against corruption “must

the Communist Party of China

and the CCP’s self-supervision. Xi

start with the management of

(CPC) Central Committee for

allegedly explained that corruption

leading officials, especially senior

“coordinated improvement to

stems from “various unhealthy

officials” who should “strictly

guarantee that officials do not

factors inside the Party [that] have

discipline not only themselves, but

have the audacity, opportunity, or

been accumulating”.

also their family members and

desire to engage in corruption”,

Xinhuanet reported on 18 June.

people around them”.

Xinhuanet further reports that the
Chinese President described the
situation as “still tough and
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UK electronic voting company reportedly sues
Venezuela over alleged electoral fraud
process the electoral security

that the turnout of the elections

measures that had been used in

“was manipulated”. However, he

other electoral processes. It

reportedly declined to directly

explains that reported results were

answer whether the manipulated

different from those reflected in

turnout numbers changed the

Smartmatic’s electronic system.

result of the election, in which

Specifically, turnout results were

authorities said 8.1 million people

The Ibero-American Arbitration

allegedly “well above the number

voted.

Center’s (Centro Iberoamericano

reported in the company's

de Arbitraje, CIAR) magazine

system”.

SGO reportedly claims that
Venezuela initiated a “campaign of

CIAR Global reported on 7 June
that British company SGO

Smartmatic’s lawsuits webpage

prosecution against Smartmatic”

Corporation Ltd has filed a $1.5

notes that it carried out election

including alleged: (1) harassment

billion investment arbitration

projects in Venezuela from 2004 to

and threats against the safety, life

claim against Venezuela in

2017. In 2017, the company

and integrity of its employees and

relation to alleged electoral fraud

states, its “technology helped

assets to determine Smartmatic

and assets expropriated from the

prove that the government was

“to endorse and certify false

company.

reporting false turnout numbers –

election results and inaccurate

so we blew the whistle on them –

turnout volumes”; (2) extortion,

SGO includes “a family of ventures

and stopped doing business there

siege and retaliation through the

that are developing and

at that time”. A July 2020 press

“deliberate and arbitrary non-

implementing tools to enable

release further shows that

fulfilment of a series of contractual

governments and empower

Smartmatic “is currently in a

payments” that Venezuela

citizens in the digital age”,

lawsuit against the government of

allegedly owes Smartmatic for

according to SGO’s website.

Nicolás Maduro for the reporting

services provided by the company;

Smartmatic, the largest

fraud committed in the 2017

and (3) “indirect expropriation of

component of SGO, reportedly

National Constituent Assembly

Smartmatic’s investment in

“leads the electronic voting

election and the assets

Venezuela by forcing it to dispose

industry in terms of revenue,

expropriated from the company

of its own tangible and intangible

profitability, geographical

that same year”.

assets for the benefit of another
foreign company”.

presence, innovation and quality of
support services”.

In August 2017, Reuters reported
that Smartmatic CEO Antonio

The claim reportedly shows that

Mugica estimated the difference

the Venezuelan government

between the actual participation

decided not to use in the 2017

and that announced by authorities

Constituent Assembly election

at 1 million votes. Mugica
presumably stated at that time
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Binance reportedly used by DPRK to launder
millions for nuclear programme

Reuters reported on 6 June that

moving money through their

Chief Communications Officer

Lazarus, a North Korean hacking

exchange”.

Patrick Hillmann states that he

group, has stolen virtual currency

does not consider the figures to be

amounting to $5.4 million from a

The lost funds are part of several

accurate, Reuters reports.

Slovakian crypto exchange, the

flows of illicit funds passing

Hillmann reportedly stated that

action purportedly being

through Binance between 2017

Binance is working to build the

designed to fund North Korea’s

and 2021, the media outlet alleges.

“most sophisticated cyber

nuclear weapons programme.

It further reports that during this

forensics team on the planet”,

period, the crypto exchange

aiming to improve the company’s

The hackers opened at least two

platform processed funds

capacity to track illegal crypto

dozen anonymous accounts on

amounting to at least $2.35 billion

operations on their platform.

Binance Holdings Ltd's platform,

purportedly linked to hacking

enabling them to convert the

activities, investment frauds and

Binance is extending towards

stolen funds and conceal their trail,

illegal drug sales, according to an

traditional business, according to

according to Reuters, citing

analysis of court records, official

the media outlet, with reported

correspondence between the

statements, and blockchain data.

plans to invest $200 million in

Slovakian national police and the

media group Forbes & Co Ltd and

crypto company. The media outlet

Furthermore, US cryptocurrency

cites Eterbase a.s. co-founder

research firm Chainalysis claimed

Robert Auxt, who states that

in 2020 that Binance received

“Binance had no idea who was

criminal funds totaling $770
million in 2019 alone. Binance
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Queensland AG reportedly announces Star
Entertainment licence review
the neighbouring state of New

reported on 31 May that the

South Wales, according to

counsel assisting the inquiry,

Queensland Attorney-General

Naomi Sharp SC, charged that “the

Shannon Fentiman, ABC News

Star is not suitable to hold the

reports.

casino licence”.

Regulatory probes in Queensland

In March, the company announced

Authorities in Queensland will

are in the process of reviewing the

that CEO Matt Bekier would step

probe whether gambling giant

anti-money laundering controls in

down following the inquiry into

Star Entertainment Group Ltd

place at the casino operator. In

anti-money laundering and

fulfils the conditions to keep

NSW, the Independent Liquor and

countering the financing of

operating in the Australian state,

Gaming Authority is conducting an

terrorism failures.

Reuters reported on 14 June.

inquiry into suspected ties to
organised crime groups,

The inquiry was launched amid

allegations of money laundering

allegations of money laundering

and fraud, and purported foreign

and integrity issues first raised in

interference at the Star’s
operations in Sidney. The Guardian

Reuters article
ABC News article (14 June 20…
WAToday article (14 June 2022)

Media investigation uses email domain to link
$4.5bn in assets to Putin allies

A year-long investigation
published on 20 June by the

Organised Crime and Corruption
Reporting Project (OCCRP),
Russian media outlet Meduza,
and nine other partners in Europe
56

identified connections between

institution has been described in

86 companies and NGOs which

previous reporting as acting

ostensibly form a loose

according to Putin’s wishes, while

association holding at least $4.5

the US Treasury Department’s

billion in assets, including

Office of Foreign Assets Control

properties previously claimed to

(OFAC) qualified it as “the personal

belong to Russian President

bank for [Russian] officials” when

Vladimir Putin.

designating it in March 2014.

The assets are not directly owned

One of the real estate properties is

by Putin but by close associates

an immense construction dubbed

and linked entities, including Bank

‘Putin’s Palace’, valued at around

Rossiya PJSC. The financial

$1.2 billion, near the resort town of
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Gelendzhik on the coast of the

Kovalchuk – through an email

which they ostensibly had no

Black Sea. It was the main subject

domain. The private domain

connections. A presidential

of a 2021 documentary released

LLCInvest[.]ru is operated by

spokesperson approached by The

by opposition leader Alexei

MosKomSvyaz OOO, an IT firm

Guardian claims that Putin “is in no

Navalny’s Anti Corruption

with reported ties to Bank Rossiya.

way connected or affiliated with

Foundation.

the objects and organisations you
Leaked emails analysed by

Reporters connected the entities –

reporters indicate that different

many of which are apparently

directors and owners conversed

owned directly by the bank or by

as if they were part of a single

its shareholders or members of

entity, even though they were

the board, including the US-

apparently referring to regular

designated billionaire Yuri

business activities of firms with

named”.
OCCRP article
Meduza article
Guardian article (20 June 2022)

Russian banker to sue Credit Suisse over
Lescaudron fraud
aggrieved party by all criminal

Lescaudron became the Russia

authorities seized with this

desk relationship manager and

matter”. In March, the Supreme

would thus be responsible for Top

Court of Bermuda ruled against

Matrix’s accounts. The documents

Credit Suisse Life (Bermuda) Ltd

pertain to a case in which Top

and sided with Georgian Prime

Matrix and Malkin sought the help

Minister Bidsina Ivanishvili,

of the court in uncovering files

The Sonntags Zeitung reported

Malkin’s former business partner,

claimed to be “highly material to its

on 19 June that Russian

in a related fraud case in which the

anticipated Swiss litigation”.

businessman Vitaly Malkin

former official sought circa $533

intends to file a lawsuit against

million in compensation.

In 2018, the former employee was
convicted in Switzerland to five

banking giant Credit Suisse
Group AG, seeking CHF 500

Credit Suisse stated at the time

years in prison for forgery,

million in relation to purported

that it will appeal the Bermuda

including that of the former prime

damages suffered as a

ruling.

minister’s signature, and fraud. He
committed suicide in 2020.

consequence of former
relationship manager Patrice

According to US court documents,

Lescaudron.

in 2005 Credit Suisse established

Sonntags Zeitung article

Top Matrix Holdings Ltd on behalf
Credit Suisse denies the

of Malkin and Ivanishvili as part of

allegations, informing Reuters that

a trust and offshore structure to

it was “recognised as the

manage their assets. In 2006,
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ESG

Environmental, Social and Governance Update

Welcome to the Environmental,

resort, trade sanctions for material

UK FCA releases evaluation

Social and Governance (ESG)

breaches of the Paris Climate

report on ESG data and

Update which gives you an

Agreement and the International

disclosures

overview of important

Labour Organisation and

developments in the sphere of

extending the standard state-to-

The UK Financial Conduct

corporate sustainability over the

state dispute settlement

Authority (FCA) on 23 June

last month.

compliance stage to the TSD

published its evaluation paper on

provisions of the EU’s trade

regulatory challenges relating to

agreements.

environmental, social and

EU plans to apply trade sanctions
for climate deal breaches

governance (ESG) data and
Since all EU trade agreements

disclosure, as part of a digital pilot

The European Commission (EC)

include provisions related to trade

initiative run in partnership with

released on 22 June a

and sustainable development

the City of London Corporation

communication titled “The power

(TSD), the EC identifies a series of

between November 2021 and

of trade partnerships: together for

policy priorities and key action

March 2022.

green and just economic growth”,

points designed to increase the

proposing a set of solutions on

effectiveness of the EU trade and

The report, aiming to support the

how to further consolidate the

sustainability approach.

dialogue on innovation issues, is

implementation and enforcement

Specifically, the EC’s new approach

addressed to national and

of trade and sustainable

involves the use of trade sanctions

international regulators, start-ups,

development provisions in EU

for violations of major TSD

FinTechs, and financial entities.

trade agreements.

provisions, and will be applied to

The pilot provides participants

future and ongoing negotiations.

with a set of features “including

Recent proposals include the
possibility to implement, as a last
58
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develop solutions from both

Sustainability Standards Board

executive and non-executive

technological and conceptual

(ISSB) in shaping the standards.

directors.

that ESG-related data may

The EBF supports several SEC

MEPs oppose EC proposal to list

sometimes be difficult to

proposals, particularly those

nuclear and gas operations as

associate with financial services.

related to the use of internationally

sustainable

In some cases, data available did

recognised TCFD framework and

not meet participants’

ISSB proposals on IFRS

Members of the European

requirements or could not be

sustainability standards, the

Parliament (MEPs) adopted on 14

obtained within reasonable

disclosure of climate-related risks,

June an objection to the European

timeframes, the FCA adds.

and their impacts on the

Commission's (EC) proposal to

registrant’s business. Furthermore,

include nuclear and gas energy

According to the regulator, both

the EBF supports the reporting of

activities on the list of

statistical data and user feedback

indirect emissions from upstream

environmentally sustainable

highlight that, while certain

and downstream activities in a

economic activities.

features of the platform are

registrant’s value chain, without

valuable, the platform was not

offsets, and the disclosure of both

While MEPs acknowledge “the role

used on a wide scale during the

qualitative and quantitative data

of nuclear and fossil gas in

pilot programme. The FCA

about carbon offsets and

guaranteeing stable energy supply

currently analyses further benefits

renewable energy certificates

during the transition to a

that could be derived from the

used. Issuers should be exempted

sustainable economy”, they

platform, such as the ability to

from submitting duplicative

consider that that the technical

support regulatory-to-regulatory

reports if their home country

screening standards proposed by

cooperation, or the development of

disclosures on climate issues are

the Commission in its delegated

supervisory technology solutions.

broadly comparable to those

Regulation do not meet the criteria

proposed by the SEC, the EBF

for environmentally sustainable

notes.

economic activities as specified in

angles”. Participants acknowledge

EBF responds to US SEC climaterelated disclosure requirements

Article 3 of the Regulation (EU)
The EBF expressed in a 20 June

2020/852.

The European Banking Federation

position paper its opinion on the

(EBF) on 17 June commented on

Corporate Sustainability Due

The EP resolution requires future

the US Securities and Exchange

Diligence Directive (CSDD). It notes

delegated acts to undergo public

Commission’s (SEC) proposed

that the directive should clarify

consultations and impact

regulation designed to achieve

whether it is requiring financial

assessments, considering the

higher standardisation of climate-

entities to identify the adverse

potential for major economic,

related disclosures for investors.

impact only once during the

environmental, and social impact.

The EBF states that it supports the

onboarding of the client or for

The vote on the resolution is

SEC’s intention to broadly align its

each new product. Furthermore, it

expected to take place in early

disclosure framework with current

notes that the requirements

July.

international climate disclosure

associated with the directive

standards, as well as the SEC’s

should only apply at the group

cooperation with the International

level, and that the definition of

Financial Reporting Standards

‘directors’ is not clear as it does

Foundation’s (IFRS) International

not differentiate between
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and the European Insurance and

environmental rights, social rights,

US Supreme Court rules that EPA

Occupational Pensions Authority,

human rights, and governance

lacks authority to regulate limits

the EC invites the agencies to

aspects.

to carbon emissions from coal

jointly present amendments to the

plants

regulatory technical standards in

The EU regulations on non-

relation to information that should

financial data apply to large public

The US Supreme Court on 30 June

be included in pre-contractual

interest companies with over 500

ruled that the Environmental

documents and in reports about

employees and to all large

Protection Agency (EPA) did not

the exposure of financial products

companies, with over 250

have the authority to regulate

to investments in fossil fuels and

employees and a 40-million-euro

limits to carbon emissions from

nuclear energy.

turnover, as well as all companies

coal plants in the West Virginia vs.

listed on regulated markets, the

EPA case.

The EP and the European Council

Council adds. The CSRD also

are expected to decide by 11 July

applies to small and medium

In 2015, the EPA promulgated the

whether to veto the Commission’s

enterprises (SMEs), with an opt-

Clean Power Plan rule, which

proposal.

out for SMEs until 2028. The CSRD

addressed carbon dioxide

also improves access to

emissions from existing coal and

EU institutions provisionally

information by requiring the data

natural gas fired power plants, the

agree on enhanced sustainability

be published in a dedicated

ruling notes. The EPA cited section

reporting rules

company section.

111 of the Clean Air Act, which
“also authorizes regulation of

The Council of the European Union

According to the Council, the

certain pollutants from existing

and European Parliament (EP) on

application of the regulation is

sources under section 111(d)”.

21 June reached a provisional

expected to unfold over three

agreement on the corporate

stages, with January 2024 as the

Following the publication of the

sustainability reporting directive

start date for companies already

court’s decision, President Joe

(CSRD), aiming to address

subject to the non-financial

Biden labelled the ruling as

deficiencies in the current

reporting directive, January 2025

“another devastating decision that

regulations on non-financial

for those that are not currently

aims to take our country

information disclosure.

subject to the non-financial

backwards”. President Biden

reporting regulation, and January

directed his legal team to

The CSRD amends the 2014 non-

2026 for listed SMEs. Furthermore,

cooperate with the Department of

financial reporting directive,

the information companies

Justice and other agencies to

introducing more detailed

provide on their activities will be

review the court's decision and

reporting requirements. The

independently audited and

find ways, within the federal legal

Council adds that the new

certified by accredited auditors,

framework, to “continue protecting

regulations ensure that large

according to the EP.

Americans from harmful pollution,

companies are required to report

including pollution that causes

on sustainability issues including

climate change”.
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Aperio Analysis by Scott Travis
Given the recent increase in oversight actions by financial regulators in both the UK and US, asset
managers should expect enhanced scrutiny of the claims made by funds labelled as impact, ESG, or
sustainability-focused. As detailed in our monthly ESG news updates, the high-profile nature of
investigations by the US SEC team tasked with examining ESG impropriety into leading financial
institutions such as Goldman Sachs, BNY Melon and Deutsche Bank has sent a message that asset
managers will now assume an enhanced burden of proof regarding the credibility of sustainability claims
attached to their investments. According to a report issued by financial data provider Prequin in June 2022,
42 percent of total private capital (debt and equity combined, amounting to AUM US$4.37 trillion) is being
managed by firms committed to ESG investing in some capacity. The size, structure and degree of
adherence to self-declared sustainability goals varies widely within the total market, suggesting that
navigating enforcement of any kind will necessitate compliance guidance of a new and constantly evolving
nature. With the scale of presumed capital affected by increased imposition of scrutiny, ensuring well
informed assessment of both legal and reputational risk posed by greenwashing will be a materially
significant undertaking.
As investor demand continues to be the largest motivating factor among private market investors
navigating ESG related risk, regulatory compliance is playing a continual game of catch-up with regard to
data, metrics, frameworks and enforcement. Despite heavy industry participation in creating commitments
to evaluate the role and impact of financial investment in sustainability centric efforts, investigations have
materialized even in the event that expert advice is consulted to design the indices. For these central
reasons, integrating ESG assessments into due diligence practices is a logical evolution of how risk is
interpreted, investigated, and evaluated. In the case of BNY Mellon specifically, the lack of enhanced
diligence to include the reputational, legal and material risk posed by failing to implement procedures to
prevent the inclusion of untrue statements in prospectuses and other documents was cited by the SEC as
a reason for the $1.5 billion enforcement action against BNY.
While the lack of uniformity within understood ESG reporting requirements, data sources, and output
models to be considered presents a challenge, it does not mean that either investor appetite or regulatory
attention will slow down. In April, the UK introduced rules that expand the scope of organizations that must
disclose material impact measurements in line with the recommendations of the Task Force on Climaterelated Financial Disclosures (TCFD). Regardless of moral calling to or agreement with the participation in
explicit ESG related investment, not embedding analysis that takes into account the web of complex
compliance in the space is increasingly irresponsible because of the unnecessary risk it poses to
investors.
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Q&A

Q&A with member of Bank of England's CBDC
Engagement Forum and former head of
corporate affairs at SWIFT Natasha de Terán
You write in the book that cash is

The move away from cash which

"rapidly being driven to the point

is untraceable should be appealing

of extinction in many advanced

to law enforcement and the tax

economies due to habitat loss

authorities. In theory if we got rid

and invasive predators.” What do

of cash completely there might be

you foresee being the role of cash

no financial crime, but we all know

in crime over the coming years?

that there is criminal and untaxed
money flowing through the formal

Natasha de Terán is a co-author,
together with former SWIFT CEO
Gottfried Leibbrandt, of The Pay

Off: How Changing the Way we
Pay Changes Everything, a book
which provides a new account of
the history and workings of
payments infrastructures. The
former head of corporate affairs
at SWIFT, Natasha led global
communications, government
affairs, public policy, and
regulatory functions there from
2012 to 2019. Previously she
worked as a financial journalist,
and as head of public affairs for
clearing house LCH.

Financial Crime Digest spoke to
Natasha about the decline of cash,
the development of Central Bank
Digital Currencies, and the rise of
fraud.
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The limitations on cash

financial sector, so getting rid of

acceptance that have been

cash isn’t a slam dunk. There is

imposed I would think will have

still a big clean-up to do in the

had a huge impact on the difficulty

formal financial sector and there

of processing and laundering cash,

will always be a balance between

on introducing it into the system.

privacy, anonymity and traceability.

Once you couldn’t head into a car
dealership and buy a Mercedes for

What about digital fraud?

£50,000 in cash, life would have
got more difficult for launderers.

That’s a real challenge. And one of
the things that complicates the

There is still an awful lot of cash

financial sector’s efforts in

sitting around. It is not moving

combatting digital fraud is the

around in the formal economy as

speed at which things are moving,

much as before – we know that,

and the amount of

because there are fewer recorded

disintermediation in the system. It

cash payments (to the extent that

used to be that your bank knew

cash payments are recorded).

who you were, where you lived,

There may still be a lot of

what you spent your money on,

unrecorded cash payments in the

how much you borrowed… now

formal economy – but more likely

they don’t. They might know who

it may be sitting under mattresses

you are and where you live, but

or circulating around the illicit

they don’t know about all the other

economy.

accounts you have, and their
ability to pattern-detect and see
anomalies – for instance, you’ve
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got a £20,000 salary but you’ve

– might also be to increase the tax

The UK, Sweden and a host of

just bought a £50,000 Mercedes, it

take and make it more difficult for

others are as-yet uncommitted to

doesn’t stack up. They can’t

illicit activities to take place.

progressing or not – and within all

necessarily see all your activity.

that there is a question of
When you listen to a lot of the

wholesale CBDC and retail CBDC -

The profusion of means and

discussions about CBDC, there is a

something you and I would touch

channels of payment, and the

lot of hair-pulling and screaming

vs a wholesale CBDC.

speed at which money can move,

about surveillance and invasion of

has made their task much more

privacy, most of which is a pack of

On the potential for

complicated.

nonsense at least in liberal

programmability, that’s an

democracies. A CBDC would not

interesting one. I think it's difficult

Alongside the decline of cash, we

give rise to any more data or data

to say to someone, forget that

see developments like the Bank

collection than there is now;

pound in your pocket with which

of England exploring a “digital

currently that data sits in the

you can do as you like when you

sterling” central bank digital

hands of private companies

like, and instead take a digital

currency (CBDC). What are the

whose small print we never read.

pound which, by the way, we can

potential ramifications for

We don’t stop to consider whether

programme to prevent you buying

financial crime of introducing and

our online or mobile transactions

sugar or to expire by X date if you

developing a CBDC?

are seen by our internet provider,

don’t spend it. I can see the logic in

credit card company and the other

stimulus payments and so forth,

It depends very much how that

payment providers involved along

but outright as a cash alternative I

CBDC is introduced and designed,

the way. It is not that by

am not sure that it will be

and what motivations the central

introducing a CBDC that the

immediately compelling. In a

bank behind it has. If we are

possibilities for surveillance will

wholesale context I can see

talking about the UK, eurozone, US

increase or privacy decrease – in

programmability being very useful.

and so forth, I don’t think reducing

fact it’s even possible that central

financial crime would be the

banks might engineer greater

Why are we having the CBDC

primary intent. It might be a by-

levels of privacy into parts of the

discussion anyway?

product, but not the primary

CBDC ecosystem than we enjoy

motivation.

with digital payments today.

With the move to digitisation, there
are fundamental questions to ask

I think in less-developed cash-

Where are we in the UK and

about how we ensure that money

based economies, your first order

elsewhere on the development of

remains a public good –

aim in doing a CBDC would be to

a CBDC?

accessible to all. And money is a

facilitate value transfer more

public good - it doesn't feel like it

efficiently in your country,

In the decision phase, although I’d

leapfrogging everything that

say it’s looking increasingly likely.

countries like the UK have gone

The ECB is very busy deciding

But if all our ability to access and

through over the last 50-100 years.

whether to issue a digital euro and

move money moves to digital in

A by-product of that – even if your

if so how. The US is pushing ahead

the hands of private providers,

key motivation was enfranchising

with its thinking at a far greater

how do you ensure universal

your population to be able to move

speed since about March, having

access? How do you ensure

value efficiently, which is a big

previously been quite slow, but it

competition over the long term

social and economic progression

too is undecided.
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given the network effects in

I think one of the fundamental

about a CBDC, the public sector

payments and platforms?

questions everyone is struggling

has the invidious task of designing

with is how to create an

out loud – under public scrutiny –

In the UK we benefit from the

environment in which private

an instrument to operate in or

network effect of the pound, but it

investments are made and

protect against a future that we

has taken several centuries to get

innovation can flourish even while

can’t foresee and for potential use-

where we are, in terms of our

ensuring the current efficiencies

cases that don't exist. It’s a

ability to move money from any

remain in place (and improve). In a

considerable task, especially with

account to any account no matter

completely digital world where

all the questions that CBDC raise

where in the country. We can now

network effects will lead to

about public-private competition,

do that for free – that wasn’t

incredibly powerful profit-seeking

the supply of credit and so-on.

always the case. And we can do it

providers who will have every

immediately – something that was

incentive to lock customers in and

As I said there is quite a bit of

introduced only fifteen years ago.

impose frictions at the gateways.

alarm (perhaps incited by
commercial interests on the one

We've moved an awfully long way

Could you speak about the

hand and conspiracists on the

from the time (which is not so long

political dynamics of the possible

other) around privacy and CBDC

ago!) when you could only transact

introduction of a UK CBDC? A

which I would say is misplaced –

locally and payments (cheques)

January report from the cross-

at least in the UK context. In a

took days or even weeks to clear. It

party Lords Economic Affairs

sense we have already lots our

would be a retrograde step if we

Committee was entitled CBDCs: a

privacy thanks to CCTV cameras,

were to see private digital monies

solution in search of a problem?

cards and mobile phones – and

fragment the UK payments

and found “no convincing case”

we live with that. I don’t see CBDC

landscape, making it either more

for a UK CBDC. Meanwhile the

eroding our privacy any further or,

expensive or slower to transfer

Bank of England continues to

leading to some new sinister form

value across the economy. To be

explore options.

of surveillance. If anything, now is

truly useful, private digital pounds

the opportunity for the public at

would need to be fully-backed,

On the face of it, it was a very

large to weigh in on and define

fungible and immediately

scathing report – but the Lords

what privacy in payments looks

interchangeable at par with each

didn’t say “stop!”, and of course the

like; it’s an opportunity to get

other – much like I can send you

report sets questions up which

involved in the debate – a debate

my Barclays pound and it

can always be argued back. The

that we haven’t had really around

immediately reaches you at

“no convincing case” for a UK

cards and so forth.

NatWest. We want that to remain

CBDC was interesting – but what

the same. It wouldn't be efficient if

was the convincing case for

Clearly the Bank will have to have

private digital monies re-

Paypal, back at inception? The

regard to the Report and such like,

introduced frictions that we’ve

point of Paypal grew over time.

and it will have to justify what it is

worked hard to get rid of. We’d

Many other things grew out of the

doing – including, possibly, its

possibly end up paying as much to

existence of Paypal, and the same

decision not to do a CBDC, but I

move money within the UK as we

with credit cards and other forms

wouldn’t say the report puts paid

pay to move it abroad – when

of payment. New business models

to the Bank doing a CBDC. Indeed,

what we want to do instead is to

emerge out of new forms of

to say – as the report does – that

get to a place where moving

payment – think about Uber and

there is nothing wrong with the

money abroad also lowers in cost.

embedded payments. In thinking
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system today and therefore don't

I think there is a clear connection

It’s easy to forget that in payments,

[introduce a CBDC], is to miss the

between the apparently insatiable

it is not just whether one bank is

point – a CBDC, if we have one, will

appetite for frictionless, speedy

safe and clean, it is whether the

be developed for the future. It

money movement – over which I

other banks in the same system

would need to be a highly

personally think there should be

are clean too. If there is one “bad

adaptable framework – and I don’t

question mark – and the rise in

account”-holding bank, then all the

know if I’m right or wrong on this,

fraud.

money can go there, as it provides

but I tend to think of a CBDC as

an escape route. As a criminal you

much as a framework as an

If I can steal your money remotely,

want to get the money out of the

instrument. What it could in effect

fast, then why would I bother

system or ideally the country fast,

do is to define the framework for

mugging you? If I can remotely

and now that cross-border

private digital monies to exist in –

access your bank account, steal

payments move much faster, it’s

ensuring (amongst others)

your money and move it in the

much easier for criminals to take

stability, fungibility and so forth.

instant – likely abroad – why

proceeds out of the jurisdiction

When we have digital monies, how

would I bother with risking getting

and more complicated for law

do we make sure that my – say –

caught?

enforcement and banks to follow

Amazon pound becomes your

up.

Google pound in the instant, at

Is the industry doing enough? It

par? Maybe a CBDC framework

will never be “enough”, because as

What about contactless and

can ensure that, maybe there are

long as there’s money there will be

frictionless payments?

other ways to ensure that public

theft, but it is working on it. Should

money remains a public good in a

the work be more concerted and

If we think of the genesis of

digital world without creating a

could it move faster? Should there

contactless payments, which was

CBDC. And it is those very

be more regard to safety and less

really for low-cost travel tickets –

fundamental questions – amongst

to speed (to market) – arguably,

buses and the underground – it

others – that central banks are

yes to all those questions. The

was a huge improvement on

grappling with.

problem is there is an awful lot of

previous forms of travel payment.

competition in payments – you

You pre-loaded your (then) Oyster

It is funny, because depending on

have young agile fast-to-market

card to a maximum of £50, and if

whose latest speech you listen to,

contenders racing against big

you lost your card, there was a

you think "oh we are going this

banks with huge legacy

number on the back you could call

way, then, oh we're not". As far as I

infrastructures. The relative

to try and get it blocked, and if you

am concerned it is like trying to

amount of investment in security

couldn’t your downside was £50.

read tea leaves. But if I was to put

differs between and amongst

Not ideal, not nothing, but it wasn’t

my money down, I would say we

those groups, as arguably does the

your entire current account. Your

will have CBDC, all of us.

amount of risk. Currently the

exposure was limited. What I find

biggest regulatory obligations are

fascinating with contactless debit

Fraud is increasingly high on the

being imposed on the big banks,

cards (and yes I use them), is that

political agenda, and we are all

which has a logic as they have the

we now use a tool that enables

hearing a lot about a rise in

most accounts – but the logic falls

money to move with a wave out of

scams. Are digital payments

short when the thieves react to

our current accounts (where most

making life easier for fraudsters,

that and instead target the other

people receive and keep their

and are financial institutions

providers.

salaries). To have all that money

doing enough to protect us?
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effectively “at risk” on a wave is not

instance, have taken a taxi on a

quickly see that – leaving aside

really what we want – if (and it's a

night out before Uber because we

fraud – you can quickly get into

big if) we stop to think about it. For

didn’t have cash, but now we have

overspending problems if not

sure there are additional

embedded payments and besides

indebtedness.

protections, but if you stand back

calling the car, we don’t even need

and think about how much more

to notice the rest. The experience

It also means that frankly if you

we are putting at risk in our wallets

is fantastic compared to before, it

steal my wallet, you have two debit

today versus yesterday, it’s quite

has created jobs, introduced

cards and a couple of credit cards

fascinating.

competition and made our lives

to wave a couple of times before I

easier.

find the numbers to freeze or

If we think about frictionless

cancel them. If you have managed

payment, one of the best evidence

But we are probably taking more

to steal my phone at the same

of that is Uber – the experience

cars than before – which isn’t

time... then you might really be off

compared to how we used to have

ideal. And we are probably

to the races.

to pay cab drivers with cash, which

spending more when we do so

sometimes involved driving to a

than we would have done when

This is an example of digital

bank and taking out cash as the

public transport was our

increasing avenues for fraud. Has

taxi meter continued, the Uber

alternative.

the value of fraud and theft risen? I

experience is fantastic.

don’t know if one could measure it
I think as consumers – leaving

on an absolute basis not least

Being able to move money

aside things like short travel –

because we’re unlikely to have

frictionlessly from your current

frictionless is not necessarily our

records of theft in the cash space.

account, where most people

first order concern. Safety is, and

But has digital created new

receive their salaries – to have all

I’m not sure that is always

opportunities for fraud and theft?

that money at risk on a frictionless

prioritised. I don’t want to pay you

Yes, absolutely it has, and it will

basis is not ideal. You might want

frictionlessly and then find out I’ve

doubtless create new

to wave at the underground or on

overpaid, you haven’t got the item

opportunities in the future. It will

the bus, but you don’t want to be

or the money has gone

be a constant game of catch-up. I

able to wave away your entire

somewhere else. I don’t mind the

don’t think that means we should

current account.

friction in the Confirmation of

stop or give up on digital – far

Payee check – I’d rather have that

from it – but I do think the public

There has been an enormous push

than send money to the wrong

sector and law enforcement will

toward frictionless, largely I think

bank account.

have to corral and push to get the

by payments providers. Providers

industry to invest, adapt and

“sell” to merchants, not to

The contactless limit was raised to

consumers. Ergo they design for

£100 in the United Kingdom.

merchants and merchants, by

That’s good for commerce, but it’s

by Roger Hamilton-Martin,

definition, want to sell. Providers

an awful lot to be able to carry

Financial Services Journalist at

want to make it therefore as

around and wave away, and there

Financial Crime Digest

frictionless for them to do so (and

are an awful lot of people who are

roger.hamiltonmartin@aperio-

us consumers to pay) as possible,

heavily in debt and or suffering

intelligence.com

because if we encounter friction,

with strained household finances.

we might have second thoughts

If you can wave away that

and not buy. We might not for

significant a payment, you can
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upgrade on an ongoing basis.
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